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TUCUHCARI, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY. JULY 7, 1906.

A BLOODY TRAGEDY
AT THE RED LIGHT
An

Infuriated a.id Jealous
Woman Murders Her Rival in Cold Blood.

STABBED

WITH

SCISSOR. S

Last night at a little past 7
o'clock occurred one of the bloodiest tragedies across the track at
the Red Light that has yet occur-e- d
in that section of town. A woman called Ruby, in a fit of infuriated jealosy, stabbed to death
an associate by the name of
Blanche. They quarrelled over a
lover and Ruby swore she would
have the life of Blanche and also
that of another woman, and ran
to the room of Blanche and sprang
on here like a tigress, stabbing
her eight or ten times with a pair
of scissors the fatal wound being
in the left side of the neck.
The

Subscription

THE GLORIOUS 4th. HER.E
A GRAND SUCCESS

Everything was Orderly and the
Weather Superb. A Larjje
negro cook and the madam of the
Number of People Present.
house
dragged the murderess
through the door and off the dying Santa Rosa Walloppcd Our Base Ball Nine
woman, but too late, the bloody
Tucum cari people are proud of
work had already been done. The
the
success of our Fourth of July
woman Ruby was arrested and
Many visitors and
celebration.
thrown into jail and a coroner's
iury immediately summoned which prospective settlers from different
after examining the three witnesses parts of the country who happenreturned a verdict that death re- ed to be in the city, were delightsulted from wounds indicted with ed with the program and the orderly demeanor of our people.
scissors.
There was not a hitch anywhere
W. E. Brown, M. H. Bryson, in the whole proceedings through
W. J. Puett, A. J. Puctt, Olestee, the day or until the ball at the
Okla., came in Tuesday and arc court house ended at night.
taking homesteads and are going
The morning program began unto locate and become a part and der the pavillion erected for the
parcel of us.
They are taking purpose, at 11 o'clock, and the
claims about ten miles southeast splendid program which had been
of town.
arranged by Col. T. YV. Heman
Attorney W. J. Mittson went to and his committee was heard and
Endee the 4th and orated to the greatly appreciated by a large
great satisfaction of the people number of people.
Col. Heman delivered the ad
out there.

Allow Us

to

$1.50

a year.

dress of welcome in his usual
pleasing style and in well chosen
language, and brought out the enthusiasm of the audience when he
referred to the pride of the American people in the celebration of
each recurring anniversity of the
Independence of our great country, and that, notwithstanding the
fact that our territory has :iever
yet enjoyed the rights guaranteed
he by the constitution, membership in the Union, that the time is
now upon us when we may come
rn if we will, which fact makes the
hearts of our people revert with
patriotic reverence to our ancestry
and the country's history. Statehood will g:ve us an equal voice in
the affairs of the greatest nation in
the world, and many of our citizens, who have grown to manhood
and middle age, a chance to cast a
ballot for their choice for the executive of the nation.
Following the address of welcome dinner was announced and
as fine barbecued meat as ever
went to a table was served in
(Conrinued on last page)

Moke a Suggestion

Before buying whatever you want, no
every
store
purchase,
in town, and while you are doing this
how
small
the
visit
matter
you
a
give us a call. We can show

TO YOU, IF YOU CARE TO SAVE MONEY.

Larger Stock to Select From
A Better Grade of Goods and the

VERY LATEST STYLES

and last but not least

Prices Lower than any of our competitors
the old saying is "The proof of the pudding is the eating of
goods, no matter whether you buy or not.

As

it."

No

trouble to show

The H. B. GOLDENBERG CO.
Dry Goods, Clothing, Gents Furnishings, Notions, Hats, Shoes, Hardware, Cutlery,
Queensware, Saddlery, Groceries, Grain, Feed, Wagons, Buggies, Plows, Etc., Etc.

We aJso Carry a. Full Line of Patent Medicines
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THE

NEST

AND

THE COOP.

It la

n Mistake to Overcrowd the
Former, and to Have the Latter Too Small.

Do not
the no.st with
eggs under the broody hen. Nine
eggs well covered are far better tlnn
will be a greater number badiy covered. 11' thnro are too many eggs under the lien, she cannot keep tbetn a'l
evenly warm, so a bad hatch Is the
outcome of her three weeks of constant attention to the nest of eggs.
Small hens will cover nine, luediuni-slze- d
11 to i:5; some are equal to covering in to advantage. If any of her
over-crow- d

Hi
A

liox

COOl'.

nest of eggs are not fully covered by
thu hen, she either has too many in
the nest or the nest Is too Hat in con-

struction.
The proper nest for the silting hen
should be made in a box not less than
II to 18 inches square, so as to have
plenty of room about the lion. This
will preclude the chance of outside atmospheric conditions and
changes
working against a successful hatch. If
the box Is too small, the eggs must of
necessity lie close to the side and bottom of the box. The small amount of
nesting material lends little assistance
to the hen in the way of holding the

COOP FOU HUN

f

ir'KKNS.
box of good
size, well filled with hay or straw, is
proper; a small box. with little nesting material, highly Impropor.
The barrel nest, so olten spoken of
as the most satisfactory, gains its reputation largely from its size. When
laid on lis side and leveled up with
stone, brick or earth, and filled up
d
about
full of straw, a barrel
nesting-plac- e
provides a generous-size- d
for turkeys or hens. If planted
d
underground on end, a ho'e
cut in one side, and the bottom for a
roof, this provides an Ideal nesting-plac- e
for either, and being partly underground and well filled with strnw,
Insures a certain protection
from
changeable Influences. Have the nest
of straw above tho ground level, and
tho nest will bo dry during tho very
wot period.
A barrel cut In two miiues splendid
nest boxes for Insldo uso during the
most severe weather. Largo, commodi-jou- s
nests of straw can be built In
Ithese, so thnt tho hen can nestle down
'to the top lovol of the barrel, yet have
plenty of nest material
under and
about her to help her keep thn eggs
warm by holding the heat about them
and wnrdlng off outside
iufluoncea.
The same nest is splendid for all
kinds of weather: being warm, roomy,
comfortable and airy, it is the Ideal
nest for success. We have seen tho
nest, hen and 1.'! eggs all forced Into
a box scarcely large enough for the
hen without the other nocessary
AND

heat about the eggs.

A

t.,

When the chicks
t ,iame
rule applies

are hntch
the coop tav the
hen and ehlcls cannot be too large;
those used nro much too small. There
nhould ho plenty of room within tho
crop for the hen to move about, stand
erect, flap her wings iind exercise,
usually she must stretch her head
through the slats to stretch her nock,
the coop being so narrow and confined that she can scarcely turn alnu'
which Is cruelly detrimental to tho
liftn nnd her brood. Provide plenty of
door space and .space overhead for the
hen. and both she and the chicks will
do better than will either If housed In
confined coopn.
A
box two feet square, or larger,
covered with tar paper, with slats In
front, Is recommended by the Country
Gontloman and will provide a cheap
an useful board coop. If the box Is
double this sl'e. It will be more use
ful, as It will do for a roost
for the
chicks and a colony coop during the entire season,
furnishing comfortable quarters and
protection from the damp. The more
attractive tnese coops are made, even
though of plain construction,
the
more creditable will they be to tho

'

SCHOOLS OF INSTRUCTION
Railwny Companies Bringing Knowledge to People Along Their

TO

ACCIDENTS.
.Fre-

roads.
One of the most important, tables
ever compiled by the interstate commerce commission has been supplied
by Secretary Moseley to Senator Tillman, who procured its printing as a
public document, reports the Philadelphia Record. It. Is a list of collisions
and derailments where the employes
had been on duty an excessive number
of hours and a list of personal injuries
to employes due to having been at
work excessively long.
These are railroad reports and not
the results of Investigations by the
commission and they do not. Include
personal Injuries that had no obvious
connection with the condition of the
employe. The facts disclosed by thirf
tabulation are startling.
Fight railroad men were killed anil
1.1
Injured as the result of accidents
caused by overwork.
In one case fi
man who had been on duty - hours
was sent out flagging and went to
sleep on the track.
In nine other
cases In this list of personal Injuries
men had been at work continuously
for 20 hour or more.
In collisions and derailments due to
lack of sleep or exceptional fatigu-1" persons were killed
and 117 Injured. In one case the man had been
at work 4S hours. In nine cases men
had been at work 21 hours or more-o- ne
was 7 V hours at work and another was .18 hours and In several
other Instances men hnd been at work
more than 20 hours.

I

Ing-pla-

com-pan-

one-thir-

one-thir-

AS

That Overwork la a
quent Cause on the Rail-

Lines.

Several railroad companies havo of
late undertaken the part of schoolteacher. Five years ago the "Good
Hoads Train" went south from Chicago laden with model apparatus for
making roads, and manned by experts who gave practical demonstrations In road making.
A
hundred
thousand fanners in Nebraska. Kansas, Iowa, Illinois. Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri and the Dakotas remember the "Seed Corn Special" and
other agricultural colleges on wheels
which enmo through a year or so
ago distributing the best Information
that could bo gathered by the state
universities and the state and national departments of agriculture. Later
a northern New Hnglnnd railroad
took up this idea, already
in the south and west, and sent
out a "Better Farming Special." Several other compnnios have done much
to build up and beautify towns
on
which the prosperity of their business
pluce.
depends.
Tho "peripatetic schools"
are supported partly by the railroads,
FXR
H
E
N
T
MRA G E .
partly by other ussociatlons or companies interested in the prosperity of
Simplifies
Chickthe
Keeping
of
It
the country.
The railway companies
ens, and Reduces Cost of Egg
do a service to the people to whom
Production.
they bring knowledge and encouragement, and In turn they profit by the
On the farm there Is no better way Increase of production
along their
oi handling hens than by giving them lines.
a free range during as
much of the
season as possible. If the hen houses
MAKE THEIR OWN LEGS.
c.'e at some distance from the house,
l lie fowls will
not become a nuisance
If they are given free
range. It Is Railroads Provide Wooden Members
for Victims of Accidents on
said that hens and gardens do not go
Their Lines.
together, but that, says the Farmers'
ll(.Iew, Is only in case the fowls nro
"Several railroads in this country
turned into the gardens when tho
plants are just coming up or when tho make their own wooden legs," said a
fruit is ripening that may be eaten by surgeon.
His auditor shuddered.
the fowls. The farmer has an iuunenoo
"Rather ghastly, that."
advantage In being able to raise fowls
"Ghastly in a way," the surgeon adwithout keeping them confined. They
thus keep healthy and Iind a large part mitted, "but sensible, too. The rail- of their own food. This greatly re- roads are by far the largest consumlegs.
Why, then,
duces the cost of producing eggs on tho ers of wooden
shouldn't they have their own wooden
It nil.
leg factories?"
you
"There's something
in what
TROUSERS BEE PROOF.
say."
"Of course there Is," declared the
How They Can Bo Prepared by the
surgeon.
"Our American railroads
Use of Bottoms of Old
kill, on the average, It.OtlO people a
Pair.
year and Injure 40,000.
With the
If you don't want to bo bothered by killed we've nothing to do, but the Inbees crawling up tho inside of your jured, at 40,000 per annum, run up to
tn. users have the good wife cut tho the enormous total of 200.000 in five
bottoms off the legs of an old pair and years or 400,000 in ten years. Why
buy wooden legs for all that army?
Why not manufacture them direct and
thus save the profit of the middlemen?
Oil company,
our
"Tho Standard
greatest consumer of barrels, has Its
own barrel works.
With the same
wisdom some of our railroads, In or- der to curtail expenses, havo their own
wooden leg mills."
half-grow- n

FACTS
Showing

Talented Monarch.
King Oscar of Swoden Is a poet of
no mean order, and his sonnets havo
been translated into most of tho languages of Europe. He Is an accom- pllshed musician, too, his nautical
songs, set to his own music, being
very popular in tho Swedish navy. He
histories
has written
and dramas,
translated classics, and is the author
of some hymns which enjoy the highest popularity.

?-

.

FORGOT

PUPS HE CHECKED

Passenger Left Three Pretty Little
Fellows in Check Room and
Failed to Return.

'

In tho checkroom In the central station of the free library umbrellas.
Canes, bundles and satchels are frequently left behind by forgetful persons, but the most troublesome articles that ever were left there, relates
the Philadelphia Record, were not articles at all. but three white, shaggy
puppies which were tit posited on a
afternoon and have not yet been
called for.
The young mnn who attends to the
checking Is so accustomed to having
peculiar things shoved at him that he
did not particularly notice the man
who asked him to mind the dogs while
he went in after a book. When closing time came, however, he became annoyed that the owner had not claimed
his property, so he Informed the librarian.
The library force was considerably
troubled at first as to the disposal of
the dogs, but decided to keep them in
the check room and feed them until
the owner called. If the owner does
not remove the puppies It Is probable
that some one In the library will adopt
them, for they are pretty dogs and are
making themselves at home.

"Spiral" Railroad in Africa.
In thu construction

of the
railway, in Capo Colony,
unusual difficulties hnd to be surmounted, and tho result Is, from an
engineering point of view, one of the
r
most remarkable railways In
passing through tho Kei hills
PKOTKCTINU LKGS FROM HICKS.
the line winds round another hill, and
kow them In below tho knees, letting
then, at a lower lovol. goes under Us
them hang about three Inches below
own track. This pot turn of the railReally Observing.
the bottom of tho trousers legs, says H.
way Is known as the "spiral." At anD. Chappell, Tuscola county, Michigan,
"Where yeou going, Hiram?" asked
other point tho line travels along tho
in Gleanings in Bee Culture. Tuck tho tho old lady on the train.
(Use legs Inside your socks and lot tho
"Hp In tho 'observation car,'" re- bank of tho Mnngul.i river for two
miles and then doubles back for a
pants legs hang outside. This plan will plied her husband, with a grin.
mile and a half, so that after cover"Why, tho observation car is on
keep the bees out, and also keep dust
ing three and a half miles the train
and dirt from soiling the underclothes,
"No, It ain't; It's up front. Thar's is really only half a mile to the good.
when working In n dusty place. Try It;
This section is called the "zigzag,"
yen will be more than pleased with tho foui honeymoon couples up thar."
and, with tho spiral, is unique in
Chicago Dally News.
results.
All along
South Africa.
the Kei
heights the route is through cuttings
Bulletin No. 140 department of agHot Pursuit.
or on embankments.
Some idea of Its
riculture, (Harrishurg,
Pa.,) Is on
Mrs. Naybor What is your hus- extraordinary
character may bo
"Sheep Husbandry," by Joseph
K.
formed from tho statement that In 18
Wing, of Ohio, an expert sheep man. band's pursuit In lifo?
Mrs. Sububbs Tho 7:40 train.
miles tho line falls, or rises, to tho exBetter send and get this bullotln,
Judy.
tent of 1,500 feet.

at! W

Amahelc-Butterwort-

exist-Afte-

Professional Cards

Puerto Pickings.
Correspondence.
fVf

Puerto Saturday.
Frank Greer of San Juan Plat was in
Puerto Monday trading.
Some of the belles of Puerto are imitastyle of riding.
ting the

("cTdavidson,

cow-bo-

y

The first rain of the season fell Monday
Crops are looking line.
evening,
The new born babe of Chas. McDials
died Monday and was buried Tuesday.

'
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Fresh and Salt Meats, Pigs Feet,
Tripe, Lard, Bologna.,

is invited to

attend the big

June

ALL SIZES

WINDOW GLASS A SPECIALTY

Doors, Sash, Moulding, finishing, Lime, Cement
Yutr patronage

Tucumcari,

and GET PRICES

spiend'd

Etc.

appreciated

is

Cafe Car Service

Meals a la Carte, has been established by

El Paso &

Southwestern

trains 2() and 30, running between 101
Paso and Alainoordo, serving breakfast south bound and dinner north
bound, leaving 101 Paso. This in ovation
adds much to the comfort of the trip to
101 Paso.
Our

on

Double

Fr

Daily

Service

Mexico.

Excellent

and

Douylas,

H. H. HARGIS,
AQT. C. R. I. A. E. P. HY.
TUCUMCARI

AGT. E. P.

A3.

Bisbee, Waco,

W. SYS.

TUCUMCARI

MATTESON,

Attorneys at Law.
AND COLLECTIONS.
LAND OFFICE PRACTICE
RELINQUISHMENTS
AND
CLAIMS.
PATENTED

Attorn

hv

at

Law.

do a general Civil and Criminal practice. Give promt personal attention to all
business.

M. H.

KOCH,s

Complete Stock of Funera.1 Good.
Prtpjrini; bodies for lliiptitcnt t ipccijlty.

Orders taken for Monuments, Etc.

LAND OFFICE.
N. V. GALLEGOS,
If. S. Court Com.

Land Pilings, Pinal Proofs, Contests,
and all land matters attended to.
No charge for final proof applications.
Okfich

D R.

on

OEN. PASSENGER AGT.
EL PASO

at Court

IIousk.

RUSSELL.

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Office next door to Pioneer Drug Store
Calls attended day and night.
'Phone 13
Tuci.wtrARi.

-

-

g F. HERRING,

New Mexico

M. D.

settle with either Mr Grubbs
or Mr. Morgan.

Connections

schedules and other information call
V. R. STILES.
J. P. DONOHUE.

&

Now therefore, said parties are hereby
Physician &. Suroeon.
notified to appear, respond and offer evidence touching said allegation at 10 o'clock Calls answered. Next door to Jones Jewelry
Store.
a. m. on Aug. 30, 1906, before N. V.
Tucumcari,
Nkw Mexico.
Gallegos, U, S. Court Commissioner,
at
'PHONE 100
his office in Tucumcari, New Mexico, and
that final hearing will be held at 10 o'clock
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
a. m. on Sept. f, 190G, before the Register and Receiver at the United States
The firm of Morgan tS: Grubbs
Land office in Clayton, New Mexico.
has
been dissolved by mutual conThe said contestant having, in a proper
Grubbs buying Mr.
affidavit, filed June 26, 190O, set forth facts sent, Mr.
which show that after due diligence per- Morgan's interest,
All parties
sonal service of this notice can not be knowing
themselves indebted to
made, it is hereby ordered ami directed
the firm of Morgan & Grubbs will
that such notice be given by due and
please

proper publication.
Inly 7 Gt
Edward W. Pox, Register.

Tombstone, also for Clifton and Morcn-c- i
are still maintained without ehantrc.
For rates, folders,

ATTESON

Now Mexico.

-

-

30, 190(1.

A sufficient contest affidavit having been
filed in this office by William Grange
of Tucumcari, N. M, contestant, against
Homestead Entry No. 5290, made March
for SE4, Section
7, Town7,
1904,
ship jo North, Range 31 East, by Thomas J. Stall, contestce, in which it is alleged that the said Thomas J. Stall
has
wholly abandoned said tract; that he has
changed his residence therefrom for more
than six months last past; that said tract is
not settled upon and cultivated by said
N. M. party as required by law; and that the
said alleged absence from the said laud
was not due to his employment in the
Army, Navy or Marine Corps of the United
States as a private soldier, officer, seaman
or marine, during the war with Spain, or
during any other war in which the United
States may be engaged.

(Incorporated January ist njo.j.)"

CALL

N. M.,

CO.

TH

Tucumcari,

Licensed Embalmer
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Clayton,

JACKSON-GALBRAITH-fOXWOR-

Attorn kv at Law,

I

CONTEST NOTICE

Poultry.

PHONE 34.

MAIN STREET.

New Mexioo.

-

Hear Grass.

Butter and Eggs.
FisK and Oysters ii Season.

Tucumcari,

meeting to begin Saturday, July 7, at this
place. There will be dinner on the ground
Sunday.
The presiding elder and Dro. Alamogordo,
New Mexico.
Hedgpeth of Tucumcari will be present.
Morgan
of
firm
late
of
the
Mr. Morgan,
through Puerto Satur- JEO. D. MARTINEZ
& Grubbs, passed
day, on his way to Southern Texas. While
County Surveyor,
here his team became frightened and ran
entrusted to mu will be
business
All
into a wire fence cutting one of his horses promptly and accurately attended to
After having a
fore leg but not serious.
Office at Court House
couple of stitches taken in the wound he
New Mexico.
Tucumcari,
proceeded on his way.

MliMi'WlW""'"'

K. MEAT MARKET,
STREET & JONES.

0.

District Attorney,

J. II. Nix has been on the sick list for
property for sale.
the past ten days, but is getting on his feet reside'nt
NOTARY PUBLIC
again.
Nkw Mkxicc
Tucumcari.
One of Tafoya's sheep herders got locoed
last week. We did not learn the particu- J E. WHARTON,

mn

lars.
Everybody
WHMfcnHiM

C. M ECU EM,

Mr. Ellis is on the sick list this week.
Some of our people attended the .th at
Quay.
Ruben Smithers of Tncumcari was in

Saved His Comrb.de'. Life.
"While returning from the Grand Army
Encampment at Washington City, a comrade from Elgin, III., was taken with cholera morbus and was in a critical condition"
says Mr. J. E. Houghland, of Eldon.Iowa.
"I gave him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy and believe saved
I have been engaged
his life.
for ten
years in immigration work and conducted
many parties to the south and west. I always carry this remedy and have used it
successfully on many occasions.
I
'or salo
by Pioneer Drug Store.

Respectfully,
H. K. Grubbs,
W. II. Morgan.
I'OR SALE Huggy, wagon and harness, and six work horses, on easy terms.
W. J. Hittson.
Wantkd To buy 4,000 head of sheep.
Inquire at this office.
tf.
The
ber Co. have screen
ones,

Lum-

doors

to sell
m

Good

,f

H. C. BO WEN'S 1880 old whiskey.

This famous old whisky will soon be off the

mat-Let-

,

It is now in stock at

C. SALOON

K.

!
.

WILLIAM PATTY. PROP.
is ten years old.
Pepper,
All our barrel whiskey
Our bar whiskey, Old Oscar
HEIMS AND PABTS BEERS, BOTTLE AND DRAFT
goods of all kinds.

Bonded

the

is

Rye, Bourbons and Corn whiskies of best brands.

doublcstampcd goods

Wines of all

brands,

We want to call your attention to our Hungarian Blackberry
Juice and Wild Cherry Bitters.
- o- f-

(Corre spondence.
The destructive hail storm on the 27th
has cast a gloomy appearance over our
valley; crops are greatly damaged and
Wo
gardens are entirely swept away.
can't tell that we ever had any pumpkin
or water melon patch: we we will have to
go visiting to eat water melons.

TIIE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
At Tucumcari, in the Territory of New
Mexico, at the close of business,
June 18th, 190G.

RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts
( 86,Gf7 59
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
7,734 70
U. S. Hontls to secure circul'n
0,250 00
Premiums on U. S. Hontls....
445 31
Mrs. Joe Jackson lost Co chickens tho Bonds, securities, etc
1.130 30
Hanking house, furniture, fix. 12,329 94
night of the hail, and Mrs Kelsay 40.
Due
from National Hanks,
Mrs Harrow says they lost all their chick
(not reserve agents)
7
'9.543
ens on the night of the hail.
Due from approved res'ed agts. 7,503 53
Checks
and
other
items.
G5
cash
8,384
Several patties had to quit their dugouts Exchanges for clearing
house. .
43 34
and there is no use to try to tell how bad Notes of other Nat'l Hanks...
1,00000
Fractional paper currency,
everybody was scared.
nickels, and cents
111 25
We got a nice rain Monday that will LAWFUL MONEY KKSHKVK IN HAN K, VIZ:
Specie
brighten up the crops some.
00
".375
Legal tender notes. . 1,500 00
12,875 00
n
Several of onr boys attended the
Redemption fund with U. S.
the 4th at Tucumcari.
Treasurer (5 per ct. of cir'n
1.250 00
Wm. Kettle is building a dugout on his
S1G8.2G9 48
Total
festiv-ticso-

claim,
Wesley Fenix has quit home since the
hail storm.
Arthur Whittington had tho misfortune
to cut off part of his big toe while cutting
posts on the mountain this week
The school trustees have succeeded in
getting the school district and we have Go
scholars enrolled.

Plow
CONTEST

CONTEST

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Lloyd Valley Items.

Hoy.

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, United SttUe
Land Office
Clayton, New Mexico,
June 27, 1906.
A sufficient contest affidavit having been
filed in this office by W. 13. Clark, of Amanita, Texas, contestant, against Homestead entry No. 4819, made July 21, 1903,
WYz NWtf, W
SWtf Sec 15, Township
10 North, Range 34 East, by Claude Dildon
contestee, in which it is alleged that said
Claude Dildon has wholly abandoned said
tract; that he has changed his residence
therefrom for more than six months last
past; that said tract is uoi settled upon and
cultivated by said party as required by
law, and that said alleged absence from
the said land was not due to his employment in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps
of the United States as a private soldier,
officer, seaman or marine, during the war
with Spain, or during any other war in
which the United States may be engaged.
Now therefore said parties arc notified to
appear, and offer evidence touching said
allegation at 10 o'clock a. m. on August 27,
190G, before N. V. Gallegos, U. S. Court
Commissioner, at his office in Tucumcari,
New Mexico, and that final hearing will he
held at 10 o'clock a. m. on September, 3,
looG.beforo the Register andHeceiver at the
United States Land Office in Claytsn, New
Mexico.
The said contestant having, in a proper
affidavit, filed June 27, 190G, set forth facts
which show that after due diligence, personal service of this notice can not be
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by due and prop

er publication.
KuwARb W, Fox, Register.

LIAUILITIES.
$ 25,000
Capital stock paid in
Surplus fund
1,700
Undivided profits, less expense
and taxes paid
371
Nat'l Hank notes outstanding.
6,250
Due to other Nat'l Hanks
3,816
iGG
Due State Hanks and Hankers
Individual deposits subject to
check
103,682
Time cirtificates of deposit. . . 15,961
Certified checks
122
Cashier's checks outstanding.
219
Notes and bills radiscounted.
7,992
Liabilities other than those
above stated, held in escrow
2,985

Tot a
Territory of New Mexico

00

00
79
00
40
50
75

90
39
95

80

00
SiGS.aGo 48

1

I

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office
Clayton. N.
June

1 ,

M

above-name-

d

A. H. SlMI'SON.

jj

1906.

Sufficient contest affidavit having been
filed in this office by T.
.
Sanders, contestant, against Homestead Entry No.
3789, made June 6, U)02, for Si SE4, Section 4, W2 NE, Section 9' Township 11
North, Range 30 East, N. M. P. M.. by
Jesse C. Ulnine, contestee, in which it is
alleged that the said Jesse C. Blaine has
wholly abandoned said tract of land: that
he has changed his residence therefrom
for more than six months last past: that
the said tract has never been settled upon
or cultivated or improved; that said laches
have existed from the initiation of said
entry and continues to the date of this
affidavit; and that said alleged absence
was not duo to his employment in the
army, navy, or marine corps of the United
Status, as a private soldier, officer, seaman, or marine during the war with Spain,
or during any other war in which the United States may be engaged.
Now, therefore, said parties are hereby
notified to appear, respond and offer evidence touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
a. m. on July .si, 1906, belore N. V.
Gallegos, U. S. Court Commissioner, at his
office in Tucumcari, New Mexico, and
that final hearing will be held at 10 o'clock
a. m. on Jnly 28, 1906, before the Register
and Roceiver at the United States Land
Office in Clayton, New Mexico.
The said contestant having, in a proper
affidavit, filed April 24, 1906, set forth
facts which show that after due diligence
personal service of this notice can not be
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by due and
A

Hoots made ti order,
guaranteed, plain ralf

St.!. 00

Morocco leg,
feut

S

calf-ski-

Best patent calf vamp,
Kangaroo top

C

14.00
SS.no

N. McMAINS,

Prop.
DYER. Gencrnl Workman

THE

LEGAL

TENDER

Barber Shop
W. F.Glenn.

Correct Treatment

I'rop.
of Customers.

P ATMS.
Tltumcaui,

-

-

-

Ni:w Mkxioo

Wnie Trou
COAL DEALER
AND

CITY TRANSFER

J

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
22nd day of June, 1906.
Tiiko. W. Human, Notary Public.
Modeit CUimaOftenCtrry the MottConviclioni
When Maxim, the famous gun inventor,
placed his gun before a committee of
judges, he stated its carrying power to be
much below what he felt sure the gun
would accomplish. The result of the trial
was therefore a great surprise, instead of
disappointment.
It is the same with the
manufacturers of Chamberlain's Colic,

FOR SALE 400 acres of patented
land ten miles southeast of Santa Rosa,
and 160 acres of patented land 3 miles
south of Santa Rosa on the Pecos river.
For particulars call on M. Mctjunid Tucumcari, N. M.
i tf

Our bar whiskey is the very best
double stamped goods we can buy
Old Oscar Pepper is the brand,
everybody knows it; it is never
tampered with, always pure.
K.
C.
Saloon.
They

Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
do not publicly boast of all this remedy
We are offering bargains in every dewill accomplish, but prefer to let the users
make the statements. What they do claim partment, especially in Dry Goods and
is that it will positively cure diarrhoea, Notions.
Call and see us.
The M. H.
dysentery, pains in the stomach and how-el- s Goldenberg Co.
tf
and has never been known to fail. For
sale by Pioneer Drug Store.

J.

WANTED Girls for dining room, lunch
room and pantry work
$15 per month,
with board and room furnished.
Rock
Island Eating House, Tucumcari, N. M.
tf
If you need screen doors, they are to be
Co, tf

had at

Boot and Shoe Shop

,

ss
County of Quay,
I, W. F. Huchanan, Cashier of the
bank, do solemnly swear that
the above statement is true to the best of
my knowledge and belief.
W. I. Huchanan, Cashier.
CORRECT Attest:
proper publication.
A. R. Carter, )
june 16 6t Edward W. Fox, Register
Dii
Seal
J. A. Strf.et,
J

TuciiiBicaa'fi

A. STREET,

44.
X

NEW MILLINERY

iJ

Our Hats arc the Newest
Styles.

See

Vs for

Fashionable

Millinery.

I

MISS EMMA JAI1NS.

Saddle and Harness
REPAIR SHOP

Sole Agent for

We are prcpnired to do all kinds
if Saddle and Harness repairing

DAWSOFCOAL.

Clint Rutherford,
Tucumcjvri, New Mexico

See

W, M, Troup,

the Drayman.

Illli
EFFECTIVE

LOG

e

betr

ATT A 'HI NO

LOG

OKA It.

elde by side by using this leveler on it
than the other fellows have been able
to do with three loads dumped in the
name spate on which the leveler was
not used.
place
"If I get my road too sharp
my stick squarely across the road behind the wagon and then cut the top
off some, leveling U '. the same time.
The nnglo of the drag depends upon
the sort of work that you want to do.
"If the reader will study the plan
for a moment he will readily understand some of lis possibilities. It will
be seen that the wagon and horse
can be kepi In the track in most eases
nnd by standing ujKjn a certain portion" of the drag, it can be made to go
into almost any position desired or
cut deeper in certain places.
"Suppose that It is desired lhat th
soil should bo cut at the right of
at a distance further out than
what the drag would naturally go. If
the driver will step upon the stick :
a Hjlnt somovhere near the right en
of the drag, it Is clear that his weight
will not cause the drag to swerve mo e
to the right, but will cause the stick
to cut deeper into ihe soil.
"On the other hand, suppose that It
is desired that ihe drag should
cut
nearer to the middle of the
Then the rider must stand somewhere
wnrcr to Ihe lft cud of the drag.
The reader will readily understand
what the result will be when the
weight of a man Is placed at different
points of the drag.
"More than this, different
effects
ran bo made by lengthening and
shortening the longer chain. Obviously the angle at which the drag Is
drawn will determine to some extent
where the drag will work."
It will he noted from the Illustration that Mr. Mower does not use the
split log," but rather a solid stick
of timber. It will be plain to be seen,
however, that lh "split log" could be
readily substituted for the .soil stick,
nnd probably more effective work
could be done.
There will be little trouble in attaching such a drag to the wagon
gear. In comparison to the steadying
effect the extra draft or the wagon
gear would probably amount to practically nothing.
Coddling moth: 'I bin Ik tho pest
that causes wormy apples. As noon as
tho blossoms fall, spray the trees with
Remixture.
the Bordoaux-nrsenulpeat in ten days. Now don't delay.
Tho work must be done right after
the tailing of tho blossoms. Prairie
o

AND

ICES.

How the Former Originated and on
the Slaking of Various Trozen
ts.

Up-

Sherbet Is a modern ( volution of an
ancient cooling drink common in tho
in the cut the folding
east from the days of tho crusadors.
ber, etc., will be needed:
Then, as now. It was iced and made
No of
Ft. from fruit Juices slightly acidulated
In
ptecet.
if t ter.
;a
xxi: with lemon or tamarind juice and
Jxflxio
B
chilled with snow. Dy and by came
lxxU
ixt.xi:
I)
European traders to tho land of the
i
IXSxlt
t
B
...
'
rising sun. who first enjoyed sherbet
I
IxtxS
.
..
F
Sxsxfi
au nature!. Then, enfeebled by the
H ..'.'..''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'".'.'.'.'.'..... telephone pole 85
climate, they added alcohol to the
iXiXi
I
8XIXU
original
1
.
thlm quencher, but still
8x1x16
kI ....'.'......".'.'.'.'."'.'.'.'.'.;
cold, chilled by snows. Reit
drank
'.
i crowbar
turning north, it occurred to some wise
3 pulleys
l'
M
l iron rin
traveler to alter the tomporaturo .so
pin
N
l hole for iron
he added boiling water to the mixture
81 bolts 5 to ? In. in length.
The frame is mortised together, all of water, sugar, fruit juices and alcothe cutting being done on the corner hol, producing thereby our modern
posts. D. The two piece?. C, are not 'punch." The difference between a
water Ice and a sherbf-- is one of texmortised but are bolted fiat.
It Is necessary that the piece H ture or body, the sherbet being thinshall be a very strong one. as the en- ner. Parfaits. biscuits a.id mousses
tire weight of the pole and arm. II are whipped cream with or without .
and K. rest solely on thh. It is well egg?. They are not stirred while
In parfaits and biscuits the sugar
to block up under this at N when in
use.
The poie has a pin. M. which and water mixture is cooked until it
in hole. N. and th" two pieces spins a thread, and if eggs are used
irj'J the
the sirup is slowly
Of? on top of F hold the pole In place.
An Iron hoop should be placed around yolks or whites.
Water ices are fruit juices sweetthe base of pole at M to prevent splitting. The arm. K. Is made of two ened and frozen. When making an ice
2xi's which clamp on each side of the cook the sugar to a sirup before adding the fruit Juice and water. The
top of pole, H, being bolted together.
In making the derrick the frame quantity of sugar muM depend upon
should be made leaving one side open the fruit employed, whether It is sweet
.
or acid. In making mousse a littlo
without braces, EE, and
F. One piece of O should be left off gejatin is often added to give it body
also, but have holes, bolts, etc. all when removed from the mold, as it is
stirring.
table,
A
rrady. The pole with its arm. braces frozen without
and pulleys is prepared complete and spoonful of granulated gelatin is used
then by means of block and tackle at- to a pint of cream. Mousse, parfaits
and biscuits arc always molded, usually in individual forms.
Abroad the term "ice'" Is applied to
any frozen dessert, but in this country
It usually means water ices.
Ice cream
is divided into two
varieties Philadelphia and Neapolitan. The ordinary
(Philadelphia) Ice cream is made with
cream, sugar and flavoring, and the
Neapolitan with custard of different degrees of richness. Hoth are stirred
while freezing. In making Philadelphia cream scald half the cream and
whip the remaining half. To freeze
the cream raw gives a rough and
grainy Ice cream.
For Neapolitan
cream a boiled custard is the foundation. He careful to scald the milk, nnd
cook It with the yolks of the eggs first,
then add the whites, beaten stiff, and
cook again. When cool, add the cream,
beaten stiff, and the flavoring. A good
rule for custard is four eggs to ouo
pint of milk and one pint of cream.
A OOOU HAY DKHKK'K.
tached to the F opposite to that which
LOGICAL.
Ik not yet on. the pole with its base
pin in hole X Is raised up into place
against 0. Then the omer piece, O,
is bolted In place, which holds the
pole.
Then close up the side with
the braces EE and put on F. L is
the crowbar near the bottom of the
pole and is used to swing the pole
and arm in any direction.
One team can pull this machine
easily to any place and It need never
tobo tnkon apart when once put
gether complete, says the Ohio Farmer.
When taking the rope out it Is
well to pull a strong string through
the pulleys with which to pull the
rope back again next year or some
otie may have to do some "tall" climbing.
as shown
pieces of tim-

To build the hay derrick

Bet- -

The Improvement of (he log drag is
suggested by V. I,. Bower, of KenIt w.U
tucky, Jn the Prairie Farmer.
be noted from the accompanying illustration that Instead of hitching the
team to the drag itself he fastens the
drag to the wagon gear. It is apparent
that the drag
thus be held more
Kteadlly than would be the case where
hitched dlrertly to the team.
Writing of his success in lev-linground wph this imdown the loo-plement. Mr Hower says"I have made a
road wih
dropped along
two loads of grate!

SHERBERTS

DERRICK.

HAY

Machine Which Can Be Built
on the Farm and Will Do Effective Work.

DRAG.

Attached to the Wagon Gear Is
ter Than When Hitched Di-- j
rectly to Team.

METHOD

THE

j

1

1

i

free?.-inc-

cross-piece-

-

Rotation a Help.
Will say that most of the farmers
In this vicinity practieo rotation of
crops to a certain dogroo, writes a
Kane county (III.) farmer. Corn, oats
and clover Is tho most common and
In my opinion tho best.
The principal obstacle in this uractlco is a failure to get a crop of clover on certain
yearn when it Is too dry. Thero has
been but very little of this trouble
now for three years.
have found
that, this rotation is a groat help, as
much more oatti and corn can bo
raised than could possibly bo otherwise. Thero aru a few farmers that
follow a rotation of oats and com, bt. t
usually without good resultu.

(hard Hit
Ah. Gertie, i don't
believe you've got a heart.
She Indeed! Then ou can hardly
blame me for not glung it to you.
He

i

Paper Bags.
Housekeepers should know that paper bags are made ol composition
rags, limo, glue and other substancesof
mixed with olinmlcniK nn,j llPj,lH Whpn
tho paper Is dry it
hannloRs, but if
wet It is not fit UJ touch any sort
of
rood, as thero may bo Injurious

STOCKS

AND

NECKWEAR.

Littlo Novelties Noticed, Colored
Turnback Collars and Cuffs,
expensive Little Jackets.
A pretty idea In the new ntocks i3
to work a long slot buttonhole horizontally acros: lower edge In front.
Through this Is drawn a short strip
with kite shaped ends, practically
forming the "tabs" which are sawed
on many stocks. Tho advantago Is that,
li -- an be slipped either one way or the
other and knotted or pinned down as
liked In front.
The prevailing designs are those in
which all little tabs and outside pieces
with
are buttoned down elaborately
little buttons and buttonholes.
i.ollars with rounding corners will
bp worn, the embroidered dots and figures being scattered all over the coU
d
lar. The long
to i with
them is in strong Scotch plaids or
small black and white checks or in
black. Many of these arc narrow,
though the newest are about two
Inches wide.
Hlue and violet linen turnback collars and cuffs now cume In plain
stitched finish to wear over linen
suits.
Inexpensive little jackets also are
seen at the neckwear
counter.
Oni
made of white cotton voile with flaring short sleeves has strips of lace
stitched on till over it In up and down
stripes with edge to match. A" firm
lace with a good
selvage can be
chosen, the stitching being done
'hrough the selvage, which forms a
good finish.
Another of all over embroidered
mull is first edged with a good ploco
'if Irish lace an Inch and a half In
width. Around this is gathered val
laco. The sleeve is little more than a
shoulder cap, though made extremely

wide.

For one. linen was used the kind
embroidered
with
spots or lii.io figures. It is edged
squares
around with
of embroidery set
In cornerwl.se, the points
touching
each other.
Another or white mull has German
val insertion set all through it. in design of triangles.
This is also edged
with Irish point, finished with German
val edge.
Chicago Tribune.

'hat comes ready

APPROPRIATE.

.j)
iiane;. Sapp I suppose that you
Jtirn the letters of my heart without
reading them.
Miss 'lalmsco No; on ihe contrary,
I am filing
ihem away. Soma day I
may have them bound.
Charley Sapp In cloth?
Miss Tauasco No, in calf.
Yielded to Treatment.

"I can t understand," said tho visitor in Washington, "why our senator
voted lor that bill.
I heard
him say
not six mouths ago that ho had con-

scientious scruples against it."
know he had," answered
the
Washington correspondent, "but he
e- r- took something for that feeling,
and got over it." Chicago Tribune.
I

Hiunboo

Washing Bamboo.

is Improved by an occasional wash witli cold water, but should
bo thoroughly dried afterwards.

r

Dodson News Budget.

j

Correspondence
James Briscoe is breaking a broncho.
Mr. Wallaces' two little children are quite

MONARCH

SALOON.

X

The cherry crop at the Cronavar ranch
is fine.
in this community

FINE WINES,
CIGARS.

II. M. SMITH m. CO.,
N. M.

THE PHOBNIX

Barber Shop
On the Corner,

AND

COLD

Agent Alamogordo

BATHS

Steam Laundry

are visitors
J. Capps.
Mr. liond of Quay, is at work in our
neighborhood this week.
Mr. Crcsswell and wife were guests of
Mrs. Ella Davis Sunday.
Mr. Will Morton says he has fine pros
pects for a big bean crop.
Mr. Eslinger reports considerable dam
age to his garden by rabbits.
John Eslinger and wife took dinner with
Uncle George Davis Sunday.
acres of
Mrs. Cooper has twenty-liv- e
beans planted and they look well.
G. W. Jones and Gus Buyers hav5 quit
the "broncho busting" business.
Mr. Scvera and brother came in this
head of cattle.
week with seventy-liv- e
Mr. Moore, who lives east of Tucumcari
is in our neighborhood cattle trading.
Four more bomeseekers, from Chickasa,
Indian Territory, are here looking for

77777777777777777777777771

What's in a name?
A good deal when that
name is

"Howe"
Stamped on a loaf of
r

bread.

For those round cream
loaves, call at
The Pioneer Bakery.

J. S. KABRICH
NEW WAGON

Wi had a "gentle zephyr" dust ladened,
Dr Polly Scroggins' oliice
Wednesday.
was turned over.
Claud Baker will arrive litre in a few
ays from Texas. Wonder if Dodson will
loose another girl.
Mr. Scheely and family were down to
hear Mr. Jeffery preach. He says his crop
s not a good stand.
Invitations are out for a dance at Mr.
Wayne's now house. Quite a number of
young people arc planning to attend,
Mr. Parker has returned from Ins trip
to the plains and reports grass as good as
he ever saw. He says the loco weed from
soma cause is dying and that cattle are fat
The Dodsonites are complaining over
the bad conditions of the roads between
here and Tucumcari. The roads are fenced so that it is quite difficult to go to the
county seat.
Mr. A. Bledso and Miss Jennie Briscoe
were married at Abeline, Texas, and ar
rived in Tucumcari Saturday night on
visit to Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Briscoe and
John Briscoe and wife.

Green Valley.

AND

FEED YARD
All Kinds of Feed Stud
Constantly On Hand

I

Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy
Almost every family hu need
of a reliable remedy for colic or
diarrhea at tome time during the
year.
This remedy is recommended
by dealers who have sold it for
many years and know its value.
It has received thousands of
testimonials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory
results.

It has often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
or a physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can
you alTord to risk so much for so
fettle?

BUY IT NOW.

Good Wines, j
Liquors and Cigars,
t

V.

4.

JAMES LANIGAN,

White

Proprietor

Elephant Saloon.

b

b

2

Kentucky Whiskies,

c

TRY THEM.
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A. B. DAVBER,
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homes.

D. L. CASH, Proprietor

.

Treatment Good,

Mrs. Cooper and daughter

at

LIQUORS and

HOT

Bar and Cafe

OMfORTABLE

Mr. Hector of Ogal Flat, spent Sunday

TUCUMCARI,

Coney Island

K

sick.

CORRKSI'ONDKNCK.l

Mrs. Pippin has been

June 22, 1906.
ill the past few

days.
Mr. Bennett expects to have his post
office established soon..
Mr. Robinson lost a horse last week
by falling into a well which was not com
pletely finished.

storm struck the valley Wednesday
night and considerable damage was don
by the wind and hail.
Mr. W. II. Burton took Mr. Hew to Tu
cumcari Friday, where he expects to take
the train for his home in Iowa.
Mr. Hyso went to Amorilla Wednesday
to meet his son, daughter and Mr. Thorn
alson, who have been working nearMiama
Mr. Capps accompanied Mr. Hyso
Amarillo where he takes the trnin for hi
former home in the Indian Territory
A

Old Chronic Sores.
As a dressing for old chronic sores there
is nothing so good as Chamberlain's Salvo.
While it is not advisable to heal old sores
entirely, they should be kept in a good
condition for which this salve is especially
valuable. For sale by Pioneer Drug Store

There

is

building brick (or sale at
Co.

A. D. GOLDIiNBIiKfi,

Puns.

K. L.

TAYLOR,

Sitt.

TUCUMCARI
Water, Ice
Power Co

I

(INCORPORATED.)
Every enterprising citizen should patronize
a. local industry or enterprise.
trrr.
WIS ARTS

TO STAY, AND SOLICIT
YOUR PATRONAGE.
OUR RATES

REASONABLE.

as

Summer Trips
To

Colorado
Up under the "Turquoise Sky" it is clear and cool
ol the mountain country is the best on earth.
There are many things to do among the Rockies

the climate
no end of

enjoyable pastimes.
That explains why so many thousand people go to Colorado
every summer.
Would'nt you like to try it for two. three or more weeks5
Your health would be improved and you'd have a grand,
good time.
Low rates daily throughout the summer, commencing June 1.
About one fare for the round trip, with return limit of Orto

ber 31.
Special reduction on certain dales. Details for tin: asking.
Beautifully illustrated booklet free upon request.

.

H.

Hargis, Agt.
Tucumcari, N. H.

WHEN
Do

Not
Good

HOUSECLEANING.

Work All Day Provide a
Luncheon Suggestions for
Various Deimnmtnts.

Never work all day ut houseclenn'.nr:,
unless you want to bu entirely worn
out. After doing u conn in amount of
work take a resting spell. Don't
to take a good luueheon to keep
you in good physical condition during
thiis trying time.
To romovc peucil marks from point
use n piece of lemon dlppod in whiting.
To remove finger marks from doer
knobs and locks use pure sonp and old
choeso doth.
Stnliis on mnrblo can be removed
witii salt und lemon julco.
All paint should be scrubbed wit h
soap and brush, ir actually dirty, but
it should not be allowed to get in
any uueh condition.
When the furniture looks sticky ot
smeary too much furniture polish ha.'
boon used.
Wash all white paint with warm water nnd soap.
When cleaning the refrigerator d
not forgot the waste pipe. It can b.
donned with a cloth tied round ii
Mick or with a brush which conus for
the purpose.
In nnshinf? out the rtv
f liberator use warm water with a Utile
soda. If there is a musty smell in tin?
refrigerator open .ho doors wide, and
ii possible, give it a sun bath.
If you have a wooden lattice pier
on which the-- ice rests the musty odor
o:no? from this, and ci.n only ho tint
r:d of by getting a corrugated tin ico
rest.
To keep the coal bin clean, lino it
with several thicknesses of n.inor.
Wlion tea stains come on line linen
they can be taken out even altr a
ions timo by the application of j:ly
ccrlue. Tako a litMe of the best qual
eiycenno ami with it tub the
Mnined parts.
Afterward wish a
usual.
When cleaning brass use ho regular
metal polish, but put a little paralllnn
oi: on tho cloth. This will give a Una
polish and will not tarnish.
When the cane chair seats arc out
ol shapo turn up tho soats and with
hot water and soap wash tho en no
work until thoroughly soaked, and
leave tho chairs to dry upsido down
In the air when tho soats will become
Jl rm and tight again.
Matting may be cleaned with salt
water, appliod 'with a small
brush
Kinso and dry thoroughly.
A llttlo borax put in tho water
i:i
which table linen or towels are to Do
vabliud will provont them from fading.
When washing pink mucins or
linens, Instead or using blueing, tnkr
a piece or turkey red, soak it thoroughly in tho rinsing water until this be
comes pluk. Ttaon rinse the
goods
out In the pink water.
liaw potato Juice will remove stnlns
from tho hands and also from wjolon
materials.
To remove soot from the carpe:,
spread tho spots with table salt ai
lot It remain on a lew minutes. Urn. h
olf the loose salt l;ph;ly Into a dustpan nnd thon brush careliilly with a
wide, clean, dry naii brush, tciiovinf!
Uic araln of the carpet.;. V. WorK.
lor-fc'-

"She said

I

Bonse.
was the best thins

The Oynlo.
"Tloro's an example of devotion, a
widow saves up for ten
after her
husband's duth and tbn puts up a
magnlflcont monument to htm, though
It takes all
money.
"Dot ten dollars she did it tt ;dte
her
second
husband.
Clevoian
Leader.

hr

"KflG-O-SKK,- "

-

t

Suggesting Safe Course.
Mrril)!) That fillow Huskie called

Flattered by Titles.
The homely saying that mom flies
are caught with molasses than with
vinegar hn much truth In It. Call the
clerg.Miian "doctor.'" even if he has not
the degree, and he is pleased the res-itlv day. To rail the young subaltern "cap'ain" puts more spirit Into
h'ni than plain "m'.s'er." The medical
student knowa h . too. wilt some thy
be "doctor" nnd just so the young justice of the peace or the lawyer will be
"judge." The apprentice gives his
name to the director. people as a
and jrlr ries In it and in time
la comes a better workman lecuus of
it. Th' callow youth things "old man"
just about I'inht. bin the nolo sound-- ,
discordant to the man past lilt.v.
must Iim "old boy" tlun, which nieaiu
nothing. Port land Oregoniau.
I

Nebraska's Corn Crop.
I.nU year was a big corn year in N
brusk,i.' On (!.t72.IS7 acres tho yb Id
was 2'l.1.7i:i.2H bushels or an nvoinu
of more than thirty s; veil t'nd
bushel.? to the acre. I'm the averag
during the pus ten years iris been
only about thiily bushels. .Moreover,
it Us a reasonable hope tint, with th
proper attention to the Kiitgle grain
of coin, the crop of the "tate should
within another ten yearn average sixty
bushels to the acre. In oth- -r words,
the state, through the young professors, reasonably hopfs to increase the
yearly prosperity
of her people by
something like eighty or ninety million
dollars. Such Is the treasure that may
germ. unto from a grain of corn in Nebraska alone.Thc World's Work.
one-hal- f

Old Age Pensions.
pension comTho Australian
mittee tecoiiimends paying $2.",u p':'
week to every Hrltish white subject o!
or ",
the comnionweilth who h
Exception-if permanenilv disabled.
or who
are made of those worth $
have Sl.'in a year Independent Inconf
u N'ev
New '.eiiland and the siad
South Wales and Victoria alrewly havo
such ads in force, with a total of
pensioners. It is estima'ed tint "
will rnpiire ?7,"itrt,iiiiii per annum for
nil Australia.
old-ag-

,

Will not tnnlm ,m
M. Il.vniiin fik-ii-i
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.si.
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Newllt
"Yes.

Yes?

What would you

do

about
it?"
"Well, if I were you. I'd make it a
point always to toll the truth when
he's around. Catholic Standard.
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jour-neytin- n

me a liar!

him to spite

Him
Hut why did she dlvorco him?
"So he enuld marry tho other girl,
and thus splto her somo more." Chicago Dally News.

Cive Defiance Starch a fair (rial-- try
it for both hot und cold st.irching,
and If you don't think you do bettor
work, In less timo and at smailor cost,
return it nnd your grocer will givo
VOU hni'l
vniip mnntu

."

"When was that?"
"Uiet owning at her notice."
"At what time?"
"At about ll::io. i gnes. Whv, do
oh. gee whiz! That was n hint for
mo to bo goin an J I uevor tumbled:"
Houston Post.

yin

"Bo Pleasant Every Morning Until
Ten O'clock; the Rest of the Day
Will Take Care of Itself."
This Is ono of tho best llttlo sermons wo know. I lav? you over
stopped to think that the mornlm;
Is the tlnif when your temper Is usually ruffled, and have you over
stopped to think that tho cause of
bad temper in the niorninj is nearly
always becau: your stomach has not
been working properly during tho
ni;:ht? It has contained a lot of Indigestible substances that form gas
and makes you have dreams.
It
breaks up your rest, and you wake up
in the morning tired, instead of refreshed,
as nature intended
you
should.
Our grand sires required ho admonition to "He ploiibant every morning until 10 o'clock: the rest of tho
day will take earn of itself." for (hoy
digested their food and woke up full
of life and energy ready for tho day's
duties, and this was because thov
lived on simple foods instead of highly teasoned palatable
concoctions,
which contain no nourishment.
Nature gave uk nrlk. wheat and eggs,
and on thesi foods a person can
live indellnitely. but if the milk is
skimmed, and if the outside of tho
wh-- at
is taken off the kernel, and if
lh. lime, the salt, and the iron, which
is in tho outer part of the wheat
berry, if those are all removed, vou
liavo simply starch alone: the starch
goes into tho stomuch and becomes
sugar.
On you know that a person would
starve to death on plain white broad
ana water.' no you know that ho
could livo indellnitely .n whole wheat
bread or on whole
l?at food ana
water'.
Those interesting facts are
all set forth In a book called "Hack
to Naturo." which tells about proper
living and gives recipes for meals of
tho simple kind the kind that makes
you strong and well; the 1.1ml
that
makes you "Pleasant ovrrv morning
until 10 o'clock." This book is published at a groat expense, but it Is
given free to every reader of this
paper.
It is an advertisement of
the great lood which
is made from wholn
'
ami' is all!
ba1d and predlggste
leauy io serve from the package vou
buy at your grocers.
You
et more
lilo and energy from a
package of
than you will got
from a thousand dollars' worth of
white bread. This is no idle claim.
It Is a scientific fact. Wo want to
tell about this simple food question,
so write us and say "Please send mo
a copy or your book 'Hack to Nature,' " and the book will
sent you
al once without
charge.
ddross
CO., No. 10 First Street,
Quincy, 111.

Best

Ho Could Say.
"What do you think of these
hon shlrtwal-t- s
the girls aro
"Well.

tbey'ro

Louisv ille

Cniirler-.Init-

i

ppek--

a

wear-Inr?-

"

almost. elolh03."nnl.

her."

alto-g-

Yonkers Statesman

PLUS $2.00
R0UMD TRIP

!Uates

f'hieafi. I'eoii:i, Si. Louis, Omaha,

Kansas

July 10,19,20,21,22,27,31
Also every dav to Fishing
of three or mure.

C'Send

pvr lloslhilitv. smooth finish, silff-nSB nnd durability, nofloneo Starch
has no equal lfc for 10 oz.
Th mind U a sturehonso, hut
oooQu't necessarily bo a junk shop.

eiim
Of oil"' l:n. lor R.uin.1 Trip TieUpls,
GOOD 30 DAYS wilh Mop-ovo- r
pi i 11. M S.

-

Hard to Shut "Up.
"Putting a parrot in a strong cage,"
remarked the Observer of nvents and

Thln&r;. "doesn't shut tho bird up

ON EF ARE

It

Parties

stamps and ft a
handsome '.u,.jxli.. eolor leproduc
lion of
H. Hannon's famous
painting of tho Seven Cum H. "KIu
enough for a wedding
"
Ask any Midland Agent or
1.1c

In

Ch.-irh--

t

C

H. SP13I3RR,

17th and California

CI.

1'. A.,

Sts.,

lnvr.

Cii. All points in .Mlnnmota,
South UaUoia, Wisconsin.
and lo inan.v points in Kanstis,
N'orth Dakota. .M!chlj;nn, IIIIiiuIk and
Mlssoui I.
Tickets on sale June 0th to 1Cth and
July 1st to 10th; final limit, October
lown.

31st.

FOR VACATION
TRAINS.
Throiifih TouiiM Sleepers to Omaha
and ChlcjiRo. June lull, Kith and July
1m.
Ktundiird Slcrp.-iUally.
Getter Make Rcscrvationc ct Once.
Ticket oince. DM SoventOL'tUh St.,
Uuiver Colo.
J. c. FisnorsoN,
General Agent.

THE LAST RESORT
BY RALPH RECOKD.

it seemed ,s

If the next stop mum be
kept on running, running, running-t- ill
my logs fell like two
licit) lo slicks likely to snap under the
wolli' of my weary body. I died lo
throttle, with my hand, the sharp pain
In my side and wondored,
how Ions my heart could stand
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them down.
determination
gnowed the lining with my teeth and
then
cried out with all my strength.
No aimwer. My voice seemed almost
inaudible to myself.
Again I attacked the lining with my
teeth, and I thought a little more ail
I
came in, but It was such a little.
was growing weak and faint again.
The thought that if It overwhelmed
might not awake, till it was loo
me.
late till earth covered mo six feet
deep iiuide me light agalnat that
faintocss with all my might.
set
my iscth and clenched my list, lightI
ing off the fatal (light of sense.
wrenched fiercely at tho satin lining,
thought of the
but it nauseated me.
dead man that had lain there and It
of heart and sick
made me slck--simlgh
of soul.
Then I prayed that
die.
All my lire
had dreaded death
- now
prayed for it..
was not to blame.
Kor yesterday
Dad company and weakness did it.
liecaus.o an old road companion had
asked for shelter in the farmhouse
lived, and tried to work honwhere
estly, and I had let him In and he
had beaten down Ihe good farmer and
his wife and robbed them was to
blame for that? I knew too well that
the avenging neighbors would not believe that I wus not an accomplice.
So
had lied lied to this.
The cold face of tho corpse rose before my vision. I had robbed him of
taken even his body
his resting-placaway from his people. Nonsense, I
knew, but he haunted me.
could feel the train stop with a
Could It be Jackson City? I
lurch.
tried to cry out, but my tongue would
not obey the command of my brain.
Again, the awful falntness crept over
Again, I struggled madly. "Oh,
me.
God!" I prayed, "give me my senses,
give me power to escape from tho
grave. Then my brain scorned to stop.
I
know no more.
It may have been minutes, it may
have been hours, before I again awoke
and my almost crazed brain brought
I

tho fearful strain.
It was not my crime that sent mo
stumbling, broathclossly, along that
stony road at two o'clock In the morning, with a crowd of angry farmers following a (itiartor mile behind.
was
not guilty, but I might as well huvo
been.
Thank Heaven!
had a good start,
but of what good Is a start when a man
Is almost dead from fatigue? If I could
find a way out. a trick to deceive them!
My brain worked madly as I plunged
ahead, with my lips wide apart and
painful breath hissing between my set
teeth. As
rounded a curve in tho
road, I saw a dark shadow ahead, and
knew It was the little wayside station. I prayed to God for n freight
train.
looked up and down the track
for some friendly headlight, but all was
darkness.
Automatically I looked for a hiding
place. A long, narrow pine box on tho
shudplatform caught my eye and
perhaps
dered, thinking that
that box might enclose a corpse. Suddenly an Idea flashed across my miutl,
made light by fear.
touched tho handscrews on the
cover; they turned very easily.
pulled off the top and looked in. leavslid the
ens! It already held a coflln.
lid from the black colIln and stood,
shuddering at sight of a still, white face.
drew back hastily. Up tho road I saw
the lanterns of my pursuers and desperation scattered all compunctions, all retyped for the dead.
Dazedly, scarcely knowing whut I did.
I reached
down and pulled that cold,
shrouded form from Its coliln. He was
heavy, that dead man, and I was tired
and weak, but a false strength seemed
come to me. With a tremendous effort,
dragged him across the track and
throw him Into the lake.
The lanterns were bobbing up and
down, nearer and nearer; but I smiled
as moved the box cover half way up
that might manipulate It from tho Inside. I crawled into iho coffin, drew up
cover and lay on my back my clasp
knife In my hand. Some Insane Instinct caused me to draw the coffin lid
over me. I even laughed deliriously as
I cut a hole in the side of the coffin and
through the outside box. Then I waited feverishly for the coming ol the
furious men.
heard them,
I had not long to wait.
jumping, one by one. onto the platform.
One of them cursed: one came to Ihe
box, and he must have held a lauiern
up, for I heard him read the label:
"Henry Donnelly, Jackson City. Iowa."
"Here's that Donnelly's corpKo. wait-Jn- '
and
for tho three o'clock," he
then I fainted.
A dim, Indefinable sense of rumbling
noises, like the regular roll of machinery seemed to sing to mo. It lulled me
eoiitly whllo a swaying, rising motion
vecmed to carry mo higher and higher
till I began to wonder if I should fall
nir t in. i mndc
ki
haril? What was that dark spreading
gloom that appeared suddenly and
seemed to bo racing with me?
strained every muscle and then a
nameless horror awoke every sense.
That black mass was o coffin top, the
whirling wings were wheels, and
was on board a train, alone in a car
a supposed corpse Henry Donnelly,
of Jnckson City, la. bound for a
Oh. God! Why did you not
grave.
let me dream?
Again. I tried to shove the lid away,
hut my hands were held down.
nought for the knife I had held in my
hand, but it was gone. I pressed my
mouth to the holo I had cut In tho
Why
side and drew In my breath.
was It I rould not got more nir? At
last I gucssod it; the patln lining was
tried to raise
keeping the air out.
my hands to the place hut tho lid hold

i

of my sltua
tion. The steady whir of cur wheels
had ceased, but I seemed to be riding
still.
Then it came to me I was in
a hearse on my way to some no'ise
or church, perhaps to a cemetery. The
heard muflled
motion stopped and
voices.
They were
Then oh. thank God!
going to open tho box: some one
wanted to see for the last time the
race of Henry Donnelly. For a moYes.
ment
doubted. Could It be!
In
they were unscrewing the top.
sheer joy l almost fnlnted again.
At Inst. I henrd the box top removed. Then, suddenly, the instinct
came to me in anof
What would they do
other form.
when they saw It was not Henry Donnelly.
should have to exulaln my
I
presence there.
had committed nn
awful crime. I was a body snatchor.
Then I saw the light. Oh. it was
I
grateful!
Light!
had thought
me,
It dazzled
never see it again.
and I shut my eyes. Then I opened
them full and wide.
Two faces were bending over mo,
One was a
two faces full of horror.
woman's face, old, wrinkled the other a mnn's, gaunt, hypocritical.
opened my mouth to speak, and with
a cry that echoes in my memory even
now. the woman threw up her arms
and fell acros.i the coliln in a swoon.
The man. with a look of supersititous
terror, turned and lied.
More dead than alive. I crawled out.
somehow and tried lo brine the womAfter
an back to consciousness.
awhile her eyes opened partly, und I
saw she was better. Something I do
not know what impelled mo to bend
over nnd kiss her brow. She lokci so
old and careworn.
Slowly ami painfully I slunk out
through the rear of tho cemetery and
walked till I reached some woods. I
sun
lay down where the morning
shone through the trees, and looked
up at God's blue sky for hours. At
last, hungry, fnlnt and weary, I botrd-e- d
a freight train and left Jackson
City far behind.
I wonder who Henry Donnelly was,
and If that old and wrinkled woman
with ihe careworn lace was his moth
er.
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me back to a realization
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American
the family. The home is the
foundation of a republic.
Our civilization
rests upon a tripod
the free school, t h e
free church and the
By DR. NEWELL DWIGHT HILLIS.
family life. The fall of
anv one of these three
institutions means the fall of our civilization, and the overthrow of
the republic itself. The announcement, therefore, that several thousand families have been broken up the past year has stirred ihe sense
of alarm in all lovers of their country.
The simple fact is. lhat we have Pullman palace cars for the
body, but as for marriage, our generation is slill wearing red blankets,
The lime will come when
and' is as ignorant as the painted savage-;- .
marriage will be made difficult, when a month's no; ice will have to
be given through church and press: when ihe board of health will
have to give a certificate testifying that there is no disease to curse
possible children through the excesses and crimes of the father or
mother: when the parents of bride and groom, and representatives of
the state, will certify to the right cm the contracting parties: these
iust and rational safeguards will prevent these domestic catastrophes,
and do much to save the American familv. Then, when a man or wom- :m has broken the laws of marriage, it will be the easier to divorce
transgressors at one end, because marriage has been made dimcult at
ihe fit her.
The essence of the whole matter, therefore. i in a single word.
P.efore marriage the oung man or woman are free to pursue their
mm interests. After thev decide to marrv and bring children into
the world, thev must realize that they hae had their dav for
happiness, ;nnl henceforth it U the child's happiness
they must
Henceforth
ihat must be achieve 1.
lie for duty. T.ife falls into two epochs, personal
within the laws, human
libertv and happiness-and divine, before marriage. Hut the happiness of
the children after marriage is the chief end of the
father and mother. Kvery ill must be endured joyThe untold sorrows that
fully, for the child's sake.
at the hands of stepsuffered
have
children
little
father.- and stepmothers and orphan asylums blacken
ihe pages uf some of our grenle&l novels.
First

)t Slmcriean jfmmlp
anti Bfoovce

,
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institutions
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HOLLYHOCKS.

How to Grow Them from Seed InWay
stead of the
from Cuttings.
way of Increasing
The
slock of hollyhocks was by cuttings,
that Is, taking pieces of young shoots,
consisting of two joints with lower
leaves removed, and rooting them In
line soil in August. That Is the only
way of increasing a stock of any given
variety, as the hollyhock does not
come true from seed.
The July number of the Garden
.Magazine, however, advises growing
from seed, as less troublesome than
the tedious cutting method, and as
very satisfactory results from
ihe new and belter varieties of
Directions for this mode of propagation are given, and should be put in
practice this month.
"Sow seeds In July in a drill one
Inch deep in a sunny, rich soil, leaving plenty or space between the seeds
to allow the young plants
to grow
crowding
until the next
without
sprin- g- not less tiiau lour inches.
'I lie drills should be IS inches apart,
to permit cultivation either with the
wheel cultivator or hand hoe. At tho
approach of winter protect the plants
by a light covering
of straw and
leaves with the bos'rds placed over all,
both lo hold i lie covering and to shed
water. Tills is of course best done
by having two boards Joined together
If It Is
to form an inverted V.
to keep th colors separate, of
course they must be labeled iu tho
lows where sown; but it a mixed bed
of hollyhocks Is wanted it la far better to mix the seeds before sowing,
for somehow or other it is hard to
plant a mixed bed from separate colors at least L Is hard to get it done
satisfactorily.
"When the covering is removed the
following spring the plants will be in
perfect condition to transplant to tho
positions they arc to fill In tho garden.
When lifting them take great,
care to dig deep and secure intact the
long, fleshy roots, as they are tho
standby of ihe plants during tho stress
of hot weather and drought. The reason why there are so many hollyhock
of only average quality seen, and so
few really good ones, is that insufficient care is given to preparing tho
soil. The hollyhock is a plant that
can hardly be overfed, and revels In a
deep, rich soil. Double dig the placo
where they are to be planted ami put
a generous quantity of rich nnntiro
in t lie trench when refilling ft; or
feed freely all through the growing
season with nitrate of soda,
ounce, and superphosphate and kainit,
ounce each, to two gallons
of water. Give this once in three
weeks.
"The
cultivation of hollyhocks Is far more simple than the
old way of starting them under glass
and. moreover, gives us plants with
stronger constitution.
Treated In this
way as a biennial, it will give better
results than when grown as a
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Commencement Pudding.
package of go'atino
Soak
in a gld of water for three hours, then
pour over it
f
pint or boiling
wai or. Add one and
ecpfuls
il sugar and allow both sugar and
golatlno to become thoroughly
dissolved by placing the bowl In a dish
of boiling water and stirring the mix-- i
nr. Add next one upful of
juice, strain and set away t) cool.
When It begins to thicken aid tho
unbeaten whites "I eight eggs, pi. ice
the bowl in ice water and heat ttn
thick. Tour Into molds to harden and
serve with a custard made nn fols
lows:
of a cup'il of
.sugar in
f
upful of milk In tho
double boiler, add the grated rind of
one orange and one-hateaspaonful
if salt. Heat up the yolks of the eggn
in the pudding, add to them one- drd of a cupful of milk. Pour this
:uto tho hot milk, bent and boll fivo
tvlnuws in the double boiler.
one-ha-
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one-hal-
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Doing Business in Tucumcari
and Qua.) County.
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Announcements
i hereby announce myself a candidate
to the office of sheriff of
for
Countv, subject to the will of the
eia'ocratic party
Kespectfullv,
J. A. STREET.

hereby announce myself a candidate
for Probate Clerk of yuay County, subject to the action oi the Democratic
Kespectfullv,
party.
It. P. DONOHOO.
1 hereby announce
myself a candidate
for Sheriff of Cjuay County, subject to the
of
the Democratic party.
action
JAMES F. BELL.

The News is authorized to announce the
candidacy of C. C. Davidson for delegate
to the Constitutional Convention subject to
the action of the democratic party.
I hereby announce
myself a candidate
for the office of Probate Clerk of Juay
county, N M , subject to the decision of

the Democratic party.

D.J. AliER.

throughout

Quay County on the night of the
2nd was worth many thousands of
dollars to all classes of industries.
W. Ir. Glenn has just received
a consignment of fixtures and supplies which in operation will make
Me is
shop.
an ideal
equipped
in
bath
a
fine
putting
room and intends to handle laundry.
V. F. Buchanan last week
shipped in from Kansas City a
car of Durham cows for dairy purposes and has leased them to J.
lsT Caudle who will open
up business as soon as his wagon gets
here. The enterise is to be known
as the Globe Dairy.
Mr. Isreal informs us that he has
decided to build a two story business block instead of the original
plan of one story.
The second
story will be divided up into offices. This does not add so much
to the cost of the building, but
materially increases the value and
will add greatly to the appearMr. Isreal is a business
ance.
man with the proper spirit.
In
this matter he is helping his own
interests as well as increasing
the value of other peoples's property in his vicinity.
two-cha-

ir

CAR.D OF THANKS
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DIVORCE NOTICE

Hsrnag, M D.,
P'ayrwian aad Sergeon.

Faaeral Director and Embalmer.
N.

'

L

Gallecos,
Court Commissioner.
.

Tucumcari Boot

Top Notch Store,
Confectionery and Groceries.

Legal Tender Marber Shop.
T.

Heman,

Real Estate and Insurance.
Tucumcari Townsite & Investmeat Co.
Legal Tender Saloon.

1

Aviso.

June

!rf, 1906.

FOR SALlv- - Mate and colt;
mare seven years old; good colt.
tf
Inquire at this office.

Esta es la casa donde Comprar las Medicinns-

.A A A

A A A A

Alamogordo

Tularosa
Osctira

4

A A A A A A A A A A A A A

Oysters and Fish in season
T. S. McDER.MOTT, Prop.

O.50

MR.S. W. E. L1BSCOMB. Mgr.

7.50

nnnnnTTnnTTmTnnTTnnTTnTTTTnTT"innTTnTTnnnnnnnnnTTTTnTTTTnnTTnnnnnn:

S.qo

t

8.0a
10.OQ

10.00

Uatb op Salb

Jttno

29th 1906,

We desire to thank the mem- inclusive.
Class 13 bnturuays June
bers of the Masonic and Knights
inclusive.
of Pythis Orders and our friends Limit
who so kindly assisted us during
Class "A
30th 1906.
the late illness and death of Geo.
Class "13" Tickota must be limited
McCargar.
Respectfully.
Monday following data of sale.
W. A. McCaiu;ak.
V. H. STILES,
Genural Passenger Agent.
Miss E. McCaiu;ab,
anii-bep- t.

1

Ai

6.00

Ancho

Corona
Torrance
Duran
Pastura
Santa Rosa
"A"-Dail- y

3

j.oo

Carrizozo
Capitan

At

Dining HaJl ajnd Lunch Counter.

00
3.00

5.00
.j.oo
3.00
3.50
.j.50

Jarillajct.

Class

"IV
S3 00

6k

Open day and night..

Cloudcroft, New Mexico,
"A"

-

ROCK ISLAND EATING HOUSE

Sesvson 1906,
S5 00

Ed Ellis,
Transfer, Drayage & Water Wagon.
Wilborn & Street,
Rsal Estate and Land Locating.
O. V. Sinclair A Co.,
Meat Market and Grocery Store.
City Hotel.

Your Trade Solicited.

Chas P. Downs, Clerk
M;rrit C. Mechem, Attorney for Plaintiff, Tucumcari, New Mexico.

El Paso
Newman

Real Estate.

Dr. Tomlinson is an Experienced Pharmacist. This is in fact
the peoples Drug Store.
Pure Wines and Liquors for Medical use Only.

accordingly,

Ratb

New Mexico Investment Co.

The Tucumcari Pharmacy
DRUGS.

day of August, A. D. :ooG, you will be
in default, and said complaint will be taken
as confessed by you and judgment entered
Now Mexico,

V.

&

J. S. Kabrich,
Wagon and Feed Yard.

Vm. Troup,
Coal Dealer and Transfer.

J

Drugs and Medicine

The Racket Store.
The K. C. Mar.
The Phoenix Marber Shop.
Mates Brothers, Puerto, N. M.,
Stockmen.
Golden Rule Cash Store,
Dry Goods & Clothing.
Texas

Pioneer Makery.

And that unless you enter your appearance in said cause on or before the 8th

(o

Pioneer Drug Store,

White Front Restaurant.
Rod. Island Eating House.

To the above named defendant Carrie
You will take notice that the
Phillips:
above named plaintiff, E. E. Phillips, has
filed his complaint in the above named
Court against you in which he seeks for a
divorce from you and also for the exclusive custody of the minor children, Millie,
Pearl and Ivory Phillips.

Sunmer Rates

Shoe Shop.

W. T. Nicholson,
Blacksmith and Horseshoeing.

In the District Court for the Sixth Judicial
District of the Territory of New Mexico, within and for the County of Quay.

Power Co.

J. G. Russell,
Physician and Surgeon.

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Gneral merchandise, wholesale and retail

No. 126

&

Whitmore & Co.
Staplo and Fancy Groceries.
Clint Rutherford
Saddles and Harness.
Stock Exchange Saloon.
Monarch Saloon.

Serrfetr.

M. H. Koch.

Phillips,

Dated Alamogordo.

White Elephant Saloon.

Slattssaa,

Tucumcari Water, Ice

inf

In the District Court for ths 3ttb JdC3J
District ol the Territory of New Msco
in and for the County of ynay.
You are hereby notified that jodrasat
has been rendered against you m the
above entitled cause and a writ 0; attach-mea- t
issued thereon, and that unless you
appear in said cause on or befors the 23rd
day of August. ut&, voa will be in default
aad the propftrtytakea under said attachment will be sold to satisfy said judgment
against you.
Chas. I- -. Dcwns. Clerk.
Merritt C. Mechem, District Attorney,

Phillips.

First National Hank.
Tucumcari Pharmacy.
Street & Maker,
Livery, Sale and Feed Stable.
S. C. Pandolfo,
Insurance and Real Estate.
J. A. Street,
Coal Dealer.

Coney Island Mar and Cafe.
A

Person et a'
scribed iu the dehnquan
of the Countv ri
list
tax
Quay for the yean ick

The

and relfiili
Tucumcari Telephone Exchange.

Harnes & Rankin,
Furniture and Undertakers
S. C. Campbell,
News Stand and Confectionery.
Miss Emma Jahns,
Millinery.

Lawres.

F'iaiotifi

vs.

The splendid rain

Mr4i Market.

WJliHIIHSlUil

cie-

E. E

K

of New Mexirc

vs.

1904,

in The News. They will
When You Wa.rt
To Buy

A

os CStnt
C C

SUMMONS l

Territory

ADVERTISERS

actrKnrC jL re . t fc F o wort h Co.
La&t.;ir a&i Kmklias Mrtteml.

las; Suruif"

Miller'

Uti

ier

Fndav and wen: rmct. Suwi
Bob Lire ant witt won vMitrn

Subscription, Si. 50 the Year

:Tt:

arfjbt
perr. 5ifctu-- d
witfc Mr nrmir Ria
Urns
J acktor. returtwc trtm Ttm
M

NEWS

OF

LIST

A

f.as.

Me..".

Fowlet Mottling Co,
Peer, Coal andjlce.
The M. M. Goldenberi' Co,
General meichandise, wholesale

'!,

El Paso, Tfjxas,

29

to

V. II .
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Texas and New Mexico Investment Co.
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Acreage Property

Kusscll addition to the town of Tucumcari.
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Local and Personal
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f Gross,

Kelly

&

Co

Wines

of all kinds at the K. C.
All kinds of Wines at the White

Tucumcari continues to grow.
Who ever saw a celebration
Elephant liar.
more orderly or more universally
FOR SALE
Several teams enjoyed by the people?
Inquire at this office.
Business is going to be bettor
Eight year old White Corn this month and next.
The wool
is coming in briskly.
Whiskey, this is pure goods
Legal Tender Saloon.
Several especially good prop
That Santa Rosa team plays ositions of lots and houses for sale
ball like a
and they in tne KusseJl Addition.
m 2(tt
are a jolly lot of good fellows.
The county commissioners were
The wool man is bringing in his in session Monday adjourning in
summer clip, and the business sit- the afternoon to convene Monday
uation should begin to improve.
the 9th.
"Somebody tell me what this is
W. F. Buchanan has been pro
and I will give them ten dollars?"
an incident of the base ball game. moted from Cashier of the Tucum
Bank to Presi
Pure grain alcohol we mean cari First National
George from As
and
dent,
Earl
pure we guarantee it to be the
sistant Cashier to Cashier of the
best try it Legal Tender Saloon
institution.
There is not a more
II. C. Bowen's old whiskey 26 capable management of any bank
years old, the oldest and best on ing institution in New Mexico than
the market now in the world-Le- gal this one, and the bank's patronage
Tender Saloon.
s all that could be desired.
The Fourth of July comes once
J. M. Alvey is offering 10.00
in a dozen months, and it is well reward for the return of his team
I
enough as some people wouldn't be of horses which got away from
ready for the second celebration. him on the 3rd.
They are about I
Monroe Osborne, who has been rooo pound horses, one sorrel and
keeping books for the M. 13. Gold- - the other mouse colored, both I
enberg Co. for the past three branded II U connected on left
They were raised at
months, left Tuesday morning, re shoulder.
turning home to Portland, Maine. Nogal, Lincoln County, and are
likely tryinc to get back there.
C. C. Davidson talked like a
1
Any
information about then will 1
member of the Continental ConM.
gress, but the acoustics of the wide be liberally rewarded, Write J.
this
or
M.,
Alvey,
N.
Tucumcari,
on
bum,
the
open put his voice
house-a-iir-

POPULAR STORE NEWS
Great
all this week in Ladies' Shirt Waists.
They are all this year's goods, are all desirable
styles. The waists and prices are sure to please you
bin-gain-

Ladies'
Ladies'
Ladies'
Ladies'

e,

.

s

$1.00 Lawn Waists cut to

50c

$1.50 Lawn Waists cut to $1.00
$2.00 Lawn Waists cut to 1.40
$2.50 Lawn Waists cut to 1.65

The above are the greatest bargains

we have offered

tli is vcar.

Gross Kelly & Co.
FURNITURE

SOME SPECIALTIES FOR

)

MONTH

THE
z

CHAIRS

wall Paper oi Every Description, i

AND

ROCKERS

f.m

BARNES & RANKIN,

UNDERTAKERS

Tucomcari,

N. M.

t

AND EMBALM

ERS.

t

office.

bum, bum.
Joseph Spencer, who came here
There was not even a quarrel or
a drunken man reported here the two or three weeks ago from
Fourth. How is that for a new White Oaks with George Queen,
countv. a new town and a new vesterdav bought the Lawson
pool and billiard parlors and has
country.
"That long, lank, lean cadaver decided to make Tucumcari his
The News is glad to wel
ous young man with the blond home.
Mr.
Spencer as a business
come
we
heard
mustach" a sentence
city. We have known
of
our
man
base
greatest
of
the
lips
escape the
him a good many years as a miner
ball booster in America.
and contractor in the White Oaks
A glorious old rain fell right
country, and are ready to go on
straight down on Quay county on the stand that he is the stuff that
the 2nd inst. The farmers out in men are made of.
Mr. Queen is
the country and Tucumcari busi also a prospective locator, and is
ness men have smiles on their a very exemplary
young man
faces a yard wide.
whose good business sense has
1. ft. Wood was in from the made him some money mining in
The out White Oaks, and We would be
concrete gang the 4th.
in Tucum- fi iq in miles west of town and irlnd to see him locate
J
i
11
fin
wi
working this way. They
ich thi n hutments 8 miles west of
Montoya this week.
The Lodges
A more orderly and better regu
lated Fourth of July celebration Knights of Pythias
Tucumcari Lodge No 29, meets every
never took place any where on Wednesday evening
Visiting brethren
onrfh timn wfiR nulled off here cordially invited
Wednesday. Our visitors enjoyed
C C Davidson, C C
R L Hunter, K of K S
it and there wasn't a hitch in the
proceedings all day and all night.
The program of exercises pulled
A. F. & A. M.
off by the program Committee the
Tucumcari Lodge No. 37.
Addresses
TTnnrth wns nerfect.
every first and third Monday in
Meets
by Col. T. W. Heman and C. C eacn mown, vismng urumcia mvueu.
II. H. Hakgis, W. M.
Davidson were excellent and en
M.C, MsciUM Sec.
everybody,
by
joyed
"

If you have Patented Lands to sell, or if you wish
to sell your relinquishments, list them with

WILBORN & STREET
want to sell or exchange your horses, mules,
cattle, wagons, buggies, household goods, etc.? Then
list them with us, as we will look after your interests
We will find renters for your vacant houses, if listed
with us. Applications for final proofs for Homesteads made without charge.
LAND LOCATING A SPECIALTY.
Do you

TUCUMCARI, N. M.

OFFICE IN NEWS BUILDING.

Wilboru
iargegen- VQR SALKA car oa(l
tie broko mules, in good Hush, not old
weigh from 900 pounds to 1,200 pounds.
Address. Ira Wetmore. Canitan, N. M.

tfc

Ntreet.
TIME TABLE.

E. P. & S. W.
In Effect Sunday April! 8th,' 1906.
GOING FAST.
No. 12. leaves Rock Island depot Tucumcari io;3o A. M.

Patented Lands For Sale
Three patented ranches for sale, 1G0
Will sell for
No. 124 leaves E. P. & S. W. depot Tuacres each, on the Pajarita.
tf cumcari 10:40 A. M.
Inquire at this ollice.
S3. 50 an acre.
Giving passengers chance to procure
tickets and baggage checks at 15. P. & S. W.
Our line of Silk Shirtwaist suits at $S to depot.
The M. H.
$10, "Top of the Town."
Arrive Dawson 4:55 P. M.
tf
Goldenberg Co.
FROM THE EAST.
The M. H. Goldenberg Co. has just pur
No. 123 leave Dawson 5:45 A. M.
chased the largest line of dry goods ever
Arrive Tucumcari, (R. I. depot) 5:20
brought to the Tucumcari market.
P. M.
No. 124 carded to make connection with
eastbound train at French 3:52 P. M. and
NOTI C B
with No. 123 westbound train 10:15 A . M
I have n car of registered Here8

for sale. Inquire at
baker's livery stable.

ford bulls

Street

&

L. C. Bkvkki.v

New screen doors just in at Jackson
tf Galbraith Co. They are good ones,
tf

ABOUT

CONCERNING DRESS

DARNEL,

Seeds of the Plant Are Not Poisonoua
as Is Supposed by Some
People.

MEASURING

I

HAY

STACKS.

Rules by Which the Quantity in the
Pile Mny Be Accurately
Ascertained.

LOOK

,
temttlen-tumThe seeds of the
"poisonous darnel."
"darnel,"
have been reputed poisonous but this
quality is at least questionable, for no
other grass has gained such an unenIn the specimen
viable reputation.
shown in the llltistra'.ion the (lower

Thin Waist That Invited Pneumonia If You Would
Have Soft, Beautiful Hair, Go
Without Hats in the Hot Months-Cha- nge

A Schoolgirl's

Shoes
Your
for Others as Soon ns You Are InDainty Underclothing
doors
Characterizes the Refined School-

girl.

A pood rule for the measurement of
hay In stacks is recommended by the
Ilir.nl New Yorker, and Is as follows:

15 Y MARUAIUCT
IS. SANCiSTKK.
In order to be healthtul, the dress
we wear must be suited to the season,
the weather and the business we have
in hand. We arc now in the midst of

Mean length, times mean width,
times mean height to shoulder; plus
length, times mean height of ridge
l'
the
above shoulder, times
mean width at the shoulder c.uals the
volume.
one-..a-

KIUST STACK.
Height.
I.otiKtli Width to Shoulder.
..S.V.'xlU equals M'CO ru. It. below shoulder
i u.
equals
it. above .shoulder.
lanTi;

.10 equals
txi!.5xl2.." equals
T's'.C)

cu. ft. below sh'ld'r
en. ft. above sh'ld'r

HI!.."
Mifi

Where the stack has the inverted
top. with the shoulders well
ilellned. it will be seen that the volume above the shoulders is given by
the product of the length hit
the
height of the ridge above the should- -

1M
I
LOl.H'M TKMfl.UNTfM-lJAItN'HI..
scale Is tipped with a short awn or
bristle. Such forms have been separated by some botanists from the form
with long awns, and have received the
name Lollum arvense. the field dur-- j
nel; but botanists now generally con- sider the
the
and the awnless forms as all belong- ing t.) one species, to which they up- ply the names first given. Darnel Is
an annual grass which has been intvo-- j
duced into this country fiom Europe,
anil has become naturalized In some
places and acts as an annoying weed.
It is said to be more abundant on the
western coast than here. It ought to
be possible, says tin Country fientle- man. with proper screens, to separate
its seed from wheat.
short-iiwtie-

long-awne-

if

'In.--

.MICASrUKMKNT

OK

HAY

STACK.

er multiplied by
the width of
the stack at the shoulder, because, as
Illustrated in the sketch, if the stack
were cut down along the ridge to the
shoulder and the hay built over on the
other side there would be formed a
stack of half the width of
the stack at the shoulder, as Indicated
in the drawing. If the height of the
ridge of the slack, above the shouldr
Is
the width of the stack at
the shoulder and the top Is very
rounding, so that the contour of a
Is very nearly a half circle, as indicated by the (lotted
in the drawing, the volume, above the shoulder, will be more
nearly, given by multiplying the volume computed the other way by
4 0
or by :!
and then dividing the result by two. As a matter of fact, the
true volume usually lies between that
given by the two methods, but nearer
to the first, and as the top of the
stac; is loosest and often most damaged, the first method Is usually the
best to adopt. If this hay In rather
coarse Alfalfa, and especially '.f it hnot had long to settle, the mei.n volume of a ton Is likely to be above
rather than below 5i0 cubic feet, and
hence less rather than more thnn 27
and 40 tons respectively
If the hay
was stacked rather green It would
pack closer tnan If stacked dry. and
would weigh more per unit volume.
one-ha-

one-ha-

cross-sectio-

lf

lf

n

d

Stock Diseases Controllable.
The dangers our animals are exposed,
t ) from disease are not nearly as great
a: sonie would have us believe. The
exaggerated statements of the press,
agricultural and others, that have been
made In recent years have done much
barm. It is not difficult to see they are
iMilounded.
The result has hen a rear Hon that has led many to assume
the dangerous attitude of Indifference.
The business of raising livestock would
b" more profitable If diseases
were
eliminated.
There would result not
only an Increased production at n
first cost, but the demand for the
finished product c:i account of Its better quality woulo be Increased. Control Is In the hands of the Individual
fanner, who knows and can modify all
the conditions better than any stnto
boaro of control. Dr. Paul Fischer,
State Veterinarian, Ohio.
NUBBINS.

Don't block out too much work.
Do not plant corn in cold ground.
Much farm land should bo kept in
wood lot.
Vitality of seed corn counts greatly
In the yield.
1 ne corn kernel quickly decays in
cold, wet ground.
Get some green fodder crop growing for the cows, in dry weather.
Do not uncover the hillside i and
permit the best soil on thorn to be
Clearing Ground of Saplings.
In clearing o.. a piece of new washed away.
In using mature for a top dressing
ground, where the trees are not larger
than a mnn's arm. labor may be s&ved only, much of tho fortuity Is dissiby cutting the sapnngs four feet from pated into tho air.
the ground. Then fasten a
Hay and cotton are called king,
chain near the top. hitch a tcmi of but the potato has come to be a poit,
to
and let them pull the tentate of no small influence.
homes
stump out. Try his way. urc; 3 the
It won't do to wait until the blight
Farm Journal, just after a long r'.Jn, has struck the potato crop. Take it
loose,
Is
when th land
it's surprising In time, and thorough'
spray will?
how easily the stumps come out.
riivti.vo
i wis Cordenux
-s

slx-fo- o'

WELL FOR HEALTH
ABOUT DAINTINESS.

OUT

spring with soft airs, sudden showers,
bright sunshine, and every other delightful thing that belongs to the most
charming part of the year. Hut last
December, although we had what is
were
there
called an open winter,
piercing winds and sullen sides, and
much of the time the temperature was
somewhere In the neighborhood of the
freezing point.
A friend of mine had occasion
to
take a train one I)ecembr afternoon
from New York to Albany. Midway
on the Journey the train stopped and
among the passengers
who stepped
aboard was a pretty girl with a jacket
over her arm, no hat on her head,
and protected from the weather only
t,
by a thin
with short
sleeves. The shirt-waiwas dainty
and pretty and trimmed with lace and
embroidery, but, nevertheless, on that
day and in that atmosphere, the girl's
dress was an Invitation to grippe or
pneumonia.
All last winter, any one who chose
to look might
see beautiful
New
York girls walking on Fifth avenue,
in the afternoon, with
furs aroun i
their necks while their feet were
shod with low shoes and their slnrt
skirts left visible the most elaborate
stockings.
This was certainly not a healthful style of dress.
I
trust not a single school-gileft
her mother's home garbed In so stupid
a fashion.
Now that warm weather Is hero, the
problem has less difficulty and the clement of protection from cold Is eliminated. Yon are rather hotter off
without hats than with them In summer, unless the sun is blazing and you
need to be screened from its direct
rays.
If you would like to have thick, soft
and beautiful hair, you will run about
you cnn.
without a hat whenever
Mornings and evenings n jacket may
be necessnry and a golf cape In the
mountains or at the shore Is a very
comfortable addition to a girl's ward-- '
robe. When sitting out or doors on a
summer evening, it is always well to
have a wrap and either a golf cape, a
railway rug or one of those sensible
cloaks with hoods and pockets made
bo neatly by our Shaker friends, will
fill the need to perfection.
A school-girl'- s
dress should be well
fitting and Its weight hanging from
the shoulder, should never be allowed
.o become an Impediment.
An elder-- ,
ly lady whose girlhood was passed
60 years ago, in a
southern
state.
tells me that she remembers
when
every girl's mother did her best to
squeeze her daughter's waist into very
small compass, and that a girl sotue-- I
times wore tied around
that same
slender waist eight or nine very stiffly
starched petticoats at the same time.
It was small wonder that the girls of
those days too often went into a decline and early faded out of existence.
Those who survived were delicate and
fainted away at any slight shock, had
very precarious appetites, and would
have been amazed at the rude health
r
the girls of our time.
Whatever you do, girls, be sure that
you have ample room to breathe. Any
form of dress that contracts your
powers of breathing Is unhealthful and
far from beautiful.
For
wear, few fashions exceod lu common
shirt-wais-

st

j

j

open-wor-

k

rl

j

d

sense the loose costume insisted upon
In the gymnasium: with a little more
length In the skirt than Is pcrmli-si-blwhen one Is playing basketball,
running or jumping, this dress is ideal
for the schoolroom. For walking, and
every school-gir- l
should take a long
walk every day as it matter of course,
the only healthful dress Is one that
clears the
easily and thoroughly
ground.
You girls who read this possess a
groat advantage over girls who lived
I suppose
It Is hard
a century ago.
for you to realize that women who,
were they still on the earth, would
be more than a century old, wore onrn
girls like yourselves. They hnd pretty hard times under the regime then
lu vogue, for they often hnd to spend
hours lying flat on their backs,
strapped fast lo a board in order that
they might be perfectly straight and,
when they did not recline In this tortured fashion, they were equally compelled to be uncomfortable, for they
had lo sit or walk with a stiff board
In the
fastened to their shoulders.
end, most of them gained what is a
great beauty for any girl a flat back
and a graceful carriage of the head
but they did not usually have such
health as you are born to possess.
They wore wretchedly thin shoes
with soles like paper, pointed
toes
and pointed heels. The roads in those
muddy
girls
were
days
and the
were
afraid to go out when It rained. Their
close and
dresses were of muslin,
clinging, with baby waists that ended
arm-pitand In the house
under the
and out most of them wore either
turbans or caps of muslin and lace
trimmed with flowers, velvet and ribs,

bon.

Your fashions are less picturesque,
but are really finer and better adapted to your tramping out of doors In
rain and sun, and to your varied occupations when in the house.
A girl who would Ilk" to be splendidly well must always wear shoes
that are neither too loose nor too
light. A shoe that wobbles about and
does not nicely fit the foot, is as little
to be desired as one that distorts It
by cramping and pinching and crushing the toes together, or otherwise
forming one of the prettiest features
of the body.
A chiropodist told me one day that
In his opinion nearly all dealers In
s!:oes hired lunatics for salesmen.
I
said:
"Isn't that an extreme
statement ?"
"Not at all," he said. "If you could
only see the feet tnat I do, the young
girls who have bunions and corns and
hobble about. In shoes never intended
by Nature for their wearing, tho older women whose feet were ruined before they were Hi, you would understand what
mean. Of course," he
added, "if everybody had sense enough
to adopt hygienic shoes, with broad
soles and low heels, I should have to
choose another profession,
for my
vocation would be gone."
Never neglect to change your outdoor shoes for Indoor ones when you
come in, expecting to spend the evening tit home. The shoes last longer
and the reel feel better if this precaution is regarded.
I have
not said anythinr about underclothing, because most girls wear
what Is most agreeable to the skin,
and are influenced In their choice by
the judgment of their mothers. Whatever you adopt, notice that it should
frequently be changed and be careful
!o have it good of Its kind. Dainty
underclothing is one of the chnrartur-istlc- s
in dress of refined
and fastidious girls.
I

iCnj.yrlKht.

li'tV,,

by .Joseph U. MoWlfa.)

Banner Bible Year.
rather remarkable that,
withstanding the disturbed condition
of affairs in Russia last
year, the
British and Foreign Iiible society
a banner year In the circulation
of scriptures. ovr 500.000 copies being
distributed In Furopean Russia,
a very large number In Siberia.
It

is

fthonr while qonrtn, in nri, any n.io
LOY'S MAID ADVISES.
wish Rnotla wIhmi k w, owe much f
their nltracilviMiPsg to thn way thoy How to Hnng Dress
Skirts, Some Wot
arc lnunrlorpil, thin licltm done In a
Hung, and About Right Caro
manner to enhance their textile beauof Bodices.

ty. Home launderim; would ho equally sat indict ory if proper
waa
Riven to HlarehiiiK,
ho first essential
heltiR fmod Starch, which has Hiimclruit
Rtrenwth to stiffen, wlihout thielfenluK
the Roods. Try DoSlnnco Starch and
you will ho pleasantly surprised at the
Improved appearance of your work.

"Thcro are dress skirts that should

att-ntl-

be hung upside down.
Yes;
admit It
is a nuisance, but to hang them so will

I

Music for Neighbors.
"I've got to practice on the piano five
hours a day." said the disconsolate
small Rirl.
"What ror?"
" 'Cause mother and rather don't lihe
our new neighbors."
Washington
Star.

-

Care of Oilcloth.

I

should novr be st rubbed with
a stitf btUf.li or ualwl with
strni: m np.
Kemovis
dirt l c uHullv -- weepm with
a soft hair linii.li. Then ,n-l- i until clean
with tepid water and Ivorv tti.ip. l'in-- e
with clear water t which ii.is been adduti
a tcaspwinful uf kero.ene.
Polish with a
dry cloth.
KLKANOU
.
l'AKIilill.
Oilcloth

A straight life Is the shortest
distance between honesty and honor.
Saturday Evening Post

Idleness is the Incubator of a lot of
Industrious Iniquity. Chicago Tribune.
Mrs.

i

Inslinv'ii Kontiilnr; Hvrup.

for children trothlm:, wifiean this kumih. reduce" ln
fltmiimllun, ulluy diiIii, curoa wlud coliu. aicu buttle.

The seat 01 ciuincioucu
to be in the liver.
A tennis suit should
court.

bo

uitcn seem
tried in open

INTERESTING LETTER

;

WRITTEN BYA NOTABLEWOMAN

DON'TS

Mrs. Sarah Kollogg of Denver, Color
Boarer of the Woman'o Rollof Corps,
Bonds Thanlta to Mrs. Pinliham.

The

r

following-lette-

was wri tten

by "Mrs. KiiHo''"-of 1028 Lincoln
Ave., Denver,
Col., to Mrs. Pink-huLynn. Mass.:
,

Mrs. Sarah

Dear iMra.riiil.linm:
' For ilve yvnv I
was troublt dNwtli a
fmiinr. nbicli l:eit

gi i.wing.cniing mo
lllll'IIM lljilllM HUM

Kellogg

great mental depression. J was unable to attend tomy house work, and life became a bur-

den to me. I was confined for dn to my bed,
lost my appetite, my courago and all Imik-- .
"I could not bear to think of an opcintion,
and in my distress I tried every remedy which
I thought would U of any iim to inc. and
reading of the nluc of Llm iS. Pinl;liiiiii':i
Vegetable Comj)ound to side women decided
to give it n trial. 1 felt so discouraged that I
bad little hope of recovery, and when began
to feel better, after the second week, thought
it only meant temporary relief: but to my
great "surprise I found that 1 kept gaining,
while the tumor lessened in size.
"The CoinjHiuiid continued to build up my
general health and the tumor seemed to be
absorbed, until, in seven mouths the tumor
was entirely gone and I a well unman. 1 am
ask you
so thankful' for my recovery that
to publish in v letter in newspapers, soother
women may know of the wonderful curatho
iwwers of Lydia 15. l'inkham's Vegetable
Compound."

When women are troubled with irrcR-ula- r
or painful periods, weakness, displacement or ulceration of the fcnuili!
feeling, inorgans, that bearingf-dow,
flatulence. Ren-erflammation,
debility, indigestion or nervous
prostration, they should remember
there is one tried and true remedy.
Lyriin E. l'inkham's Vegetable Compound at once removes such troubles
No other medicine in the world has
received Mich widespread and unqualiNo other medicine
fied endorsement.
has such a record of cures of female
ills.
Mrs. Ptnkhain invites all sick women
to write her for advice. She isduughter-in-laof Lydia. 13. l'inkliani and for
'years under her direction
twenty-fivand since her decease has been
advising sick women free of charge.
She bus guided thousands to health.
Address, Lvnn. Mass.
Remember that it is Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound that is
and don't nllownnydruffRist
to sell you anything else iu its place.
n

lmck-aebo-

e

1'ink-ham-

keep the frills and flounces fresh and
make them stand out as thoy should,
and It Is not hard to hang a skirt so
if one has the room.
"And there are. also, skirts that
should not be hung at all.- One of the,
very long dress boxes which the dressmakers now 'iso to send frocks home
in will hold such a skirt, or a box
couch will bo convenient for it.
"Chiffon and gauze and mousseltne
and other stuffs of that sort will sag
If they are hung, and the skirt folds
will become stretched and dragged and
lose their floating cloudy look.
have
seen frocks of net or chiffon look old
and out. of shape after being worn
once or twice, just because they were
hung up carelessly.
"A box couch Willi trays Is a splendid thing. One can arrange it easily:
and many skirts can be put in it without laying one on another.
Uvea the
very sheer silks that are being used
now sag if hung.
"The bodices must sometimes
bo
laid away, one on top of another. It
is a pity; but one has so many blouses
and frock waists that there cannot always be a separate drawer or shelf or
box for each one.
It will always pay
to put tbisue paper in the sleeves and
the bust of every waist that is to be
put away.
"A bother, of course.
That goes
without saying; but it keeps the bodice or blouse iu shape and keeps It.
There are such charming
fresh.
blouse boxes to be bought now cretonne covered and one above another
iu a wooden frame. N. Y. Sun,

's

FOR THE

TONIG

TREATMENT

Weak Stomach and Sick Headache
Cured by Dr. Williams'
Pink Pillo.
Tho symptoms of stoinnch trouble
vary. Sumo victims have u ravenous
appetite, others loathe the sight of food.
Often there is a feeling as of weight on
timeliest, a full feeling in the throat.
Sometimes tho gas presses on the henrfc
and leads the HtiOorc'r to think he bus
heart disease. Sick headache is a
and distressing symptom.
A weak stomach needs u digestivo
tonio and that there is no better tonic
for this purpose than Dr. Williams' J'nik
Pills is shown by tho statement of Mr.
A. O. Merrill, it milling man, of Ononis,
Calif., a veteran or JJattalion U, Third
U. S. lingular Infantry.
"I had never been well since 1 left
tho nrmy," ho says, "always having bad
trouble with my stomach, which was
weak. I was run down mid debilitated.
Could keep nolliing on my stomach,
and ut times had sielc headache so bail
that I did not; caro hUier J lived or
died. My slonni' li vfiised to retain
oven liquid food and 1 almost despaired
of getting
us I had tried so many
kinds or medicine without relief. Then
u rattloiinke nud that
by
ii
Iwasbitti
laid mo up from work entirely for a
year, six mouths of which spent in bed.
" Ono day u friend recommended Dr.
Williams' Pink J 'ills to liieuinl J began
taking them. Tin y cured nio when nil
oilier medicine had failed.
1 have
recommended the pills to n great many,
for during 1113' recovery every one nskeil
mo what, was helping inn so' and J told
them Dr. Williams i'inl: Pills. 1 cannot speak too highly of them."
you niusf have
If you wan good
good blood.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills
actually ninko new blood and restore
They are sold by
shuttered nerves.
all druggists or sent, postpaid, on receipt of prie, 60c. per box, mx hoses for
by thn Dr. Williams Medicine-Co.Schenectady, N. Y.
w-!-
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We would teach the lady
who buys.
Lesson number ono,

Starch is an extraction
of wheat used to stif
fen clothes when
laundered. Most
starches in time

rot tho

will

thoy

goods

aro used to

stiffon.
contain

Thoy

chemicals.
Defiance Starch

is absolutely pure.
gives new life to
linen. It gives satisfac
tion or money back. It
sells IG ounces for 10 cents
at all grocers. It is the

It

'very best.
ov

Mv.trcuRto

I;

Tfte DEFIANCE STARCH CO.,
-

OMAHA

-

NEB.

NURSERY.

Don't try to make your children
you will
walk too early, otherwise
liae all the difficulties of bow legs to
contend with later on. Habies that are
allowed to stand much on their feet in
early life Invariably suffer for it after-w- a
rds.
Don't forget that one cannot begin
too early to teach a child to be honest
in all things. Show your children that
you never doubt their honor, and you
may take it for granted that they will
not disappoint you.
Don't, under any provocation, ever
box a child's ears. A great deal of the
is directdeafness so common
ly (raced to the sharp boxing on thu
enr;. which parents, nurses and schoolmasters of the past used to indulge in.
Don't experiment with the food and
Study the subject
care of children.
carefully. Cassell's Saturday Journal.
y

Sorrier Every Year.
d
"Since my wife died," said the
man, "my grief has increased
rather than diminished with the years.
believe I feel worse about it now
than did when It occurred, live yeaiM
ago."
,"Yos," assented the man with thn
"There was a death
subdued voice.
that affected nie in Just tho same
way."
"And that was?"
"That of my wife's first husband."
Cleveland Leader.

Make your boy's food tasty Mother for it has to do some big things.
It has to make flesh, blood, bone and muscle and supply boundless
Energy. Remember, the boy of today is the man of tomorrow.
Don't injure him physically and mentally with
indigestible meats, pastries, rich puddings, etc., that
act as a drain on his nervous
energy.
But feed liim plenty of
ml m
OT SUWier

mi

sad-eye-

Seaside Bathing.
The best plan is to walk or run
into the water, wading out at once
far enough either to dip tho whole person, head ami .ill. or to allow a wave
Once
in
to break over the bather.
the water and thoroughly wet, ono
moving,
keep
occasionally
need only
going under a wave, as long as tho
agreeable
and ther is no
water is
sense of chilliness.
rap-Idl- y

Clean the Drains.
ought to clean all the dr.iln
pipes connected with the house at
east oaee a week, by flushing them
wlb hot sal soda water, or a Jyu

!
brlcht, smart and nulck at li' smdlrJ.
Jov iiririr,
Inv.'hcst and lif Ml be jviur
Ynu won't liavr to ccax him to Mt ti ri'licr. Mother, Iu: us Ocuclous rich flavor v.hea c.ncn with cream
and sucar Is .ist what he craves most for.

all there

Egg-O-Sc-

keeps the b;.ood ccol and is the ideal summer food.

e

"there won't lie no Irivln'i."
him some tomorrow
Prepared ur.rtrr rondit.ons of scrupulmis clomllti'sa.
EG30-rls.Every t'roecr In the country
.he ..'hole vVie t cereal. If S'rttr nroeer has not received
his supply, mall iu 10 cents nnd his nimo (IS cents west cf the kniky MouatalasJ aad wc will sead you
i.
a package 01
xid n copy of the boo.:,
bade to nature.
Give

FREE

ck

Our
took,
menus lor 7 days and
whole wheat diet, v.ith
from lite, exceedingly

to nature" book
to nature," outlines plan of rlirht llvlnc,

Includ-In-

I
c

rcchns fur preparing the noccssary dlshei, based on n
for biihlnt;, eating and t.ti icise, Illustrated
Dy following tho precepts,
simple and attractive.
abounding and vigorous hcaltu Is sure to result.
Published to !,eil at 25 crrn a espy, this hand5om 'v lllin'.rated book will
be malleu 1'KEE to anyone who w.ues, as ioni; as this cduljn lai.s. Address
EGG-O-SE- E

No. 10 First

Street

CEREAL COMPANY
Quincy, Illinois

You

ALLEN'S

iW-CH8EJS- B

Certain Otira tor 'Mrod, Hoi,
DO NOT ACOEFT A SUBSTITUTE.

l'ucknce,
pb. Allen

A

on every bos.

Lo

rlmf.w.

Itoy,

.

Get your Cold

I

Drink at Campbell's
made
per.

MEET TO FIX
APPOINTMENT

$f)2

clear bv taking the

pa-

My father told me that when he it
was a young man he saw a notice
in a paper that a school teacher it
Territoria.1 Secretary
Governor,
was wanted away off in a distant vi
and Chief Justice in Session.
country, and he went and got the
situation, and a little girl was sent it
to him, and after a while she grew 1
up sweet and beautiful and he
I lagerman, Chief JusGovernor
Vt
ue nau ....i
hui
Kavnolds
married IIner. inow 11III..
Secretary
tice Mills and
supmot in the executive ollice at 3 taken that paper what do you
I viz
o'clock this afternoon to arrange pose would have become of me?
to
fellow
some
other
been
have
would
deleof
(or the apportionment
at
been
have
wouldn't
maybe
or
convenconstitutional
gates to the
i
all.- "- Mill Arp.
tion, should one be held.
to
It will he several days before
Everybody for Statehood.
to
the result of the meeting will be
The effort on a part of a few in- to
is
it
officially,
but
known
made
terested parties to line up the to
said that the apportionment given
in New Mexico against to
democrats
in Thursday's New Mexican is aljoint statehood has fallen flat. to
most correct. There may be some Such leaders as Antonio Joseph,
to
minor changes in the official
V. S. Hopewell, O. A. Larrazola,

During the past week there has
been some talk among politicians
of electing some of the delegates
to the constitutional convention
from the territory at large instead
This might be
of by districts.
arranged by creating a territorial
district composed of each county
where the vote is not sufficiently
large to entitle it to another delegate.
Governor Hagernian says the
plan is impractical and in his
opinion against the law.
The
other members of the apportionment commission agree with the
governor. New Mexican.
Value of a. Newspaper.

E. V. CIkivck, H. M. Dougherty
and a score of others, together
with all the democratic papers except one, have come out boldy for
jointure and with them march the
rank and file of their party. New,
Mexican.

Lost Solid gold band ring, with
From
engraving on the inside;
Curt to Ruby", finder will be liber
ally rewarded to deliver the same
to Win.. Patty at the K. C. Saloon.
Do not Neglect Your Bowels.
Many serious diseasus arise from neglect
Chamberlain's Stomach
of the bowels.
and LiverTabletsare a pleasant and agree
able laxative. They invigorate the liver
For sale by I'i
and regulate the bowels.
oneor Drug Store.

TUCUMCARI

1

333333333333 to
BEER & l(f (0
Proprietor

M. B. fOWLEIl,

Kyffhauser, Iixport,
Seharnagle's Select, Pabst's Export and
Sole agents Menus'
Blue Ribbon

Jeers.

SEASONABLE
SOFT
DRINKS
Manufactured by the Fowler Bottling
Companj Soda, Lemon Sour, and all
other Cold Drinks. Peach Mellow, Pepsin
and Egg Nog our specials.

to
to
to

to
to
to
to
to

$ ICE PROMPTLY DELIVERED
$ TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

'JPIione

45

to
to
to

to
to

Lum
The
bcr Co. are offering a quantity of building
it. brick for sale at a reasonable figure, tf

"I never took a paper that didn't

pay me more than I paid for
Une time an old irienu ol mine
If your stomach troubles you do not
started a paper way down south.
and sent a copy to me, and I sub conclude that there is no cure, for a great
many have been permanently cured by
scribed just to encourage him, and
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
after a while it published an order Try them, they are certain to prove bene
Sold
to sell a lot at public auction. So licial.
Thev only cost a quarter.
I enquired about the lot and told by All Druggists.
Me
a friend to run it up to $50.
bid off the lot at S.8 and it sold in
Till!
Inspect our line of 5 cent calicos.
luss than a month for S100, so I M. 15. t'mldenberg Co.
tf

This is S. C. Pandolfo's

j

HOME.

j

N. C. HcHAINS, Prop.

Regular Meals 25c
Meal Ticket $5.00.
Short Order, Chili con C arnc and Dairy Lunch all Hours
MAIN STR1CTCT, - TUCUMCARI, N. M.

fa

with tiie town in many ways,

j

Give Him Your Insurance,
Because He Has the Best.

j

He is identified

WHITE FRONT RESTAURANT

if

Top Notch Store
Fresh Fruits, Fresh Candies,
Fresh Groceries

SIX

.... . .

NOlIONb

.

.

IN FACT
Ceo.

Mt(ar$ar

EVERYTHING
Prop

ii)

FIGHTING

HORTICULTURE

CANKER

WORMS.

Interesting Experiment by
Slingcrland at Cornell
University.

MARKING

AN

ORCHARD.

How Rapid Work May Be Done with
an Old Wheel and Money
Saved.
The ri Ingram !)clov shows wheel for
laying out ground for orchard that I
have used for some years. The draw-In- s
shows for Itself how mude; two
hoards 10 feet Ioiir. 1x1, put together
ns shown, with wheel at one end. and
wide enough apart at the other for a
man to stand Inside, and draw it. An
old whcelharrow wheel is what I use.

THIO MARK Kit K()U
'I IA til.
When you have your ground, say ll)
acres more or less, ready, establish
base lines, writes a .Michigan orchard-1s- t
to the Rural New Yorker. Then
draw this wheel from one tree point
to one on opposite side of field hack
and forth, until marked
one way.
Then mark the field the other way.
and at the point where the wheel
marks cross is the place for a tree.
The hole Is to he dug there, and the
tree Is to he set on a line each way
with the mark. Not a stake need he
set. except to go hy In marking.
One
man can work ground for 1,000 trees
in eight hours, and the trees will ho
In perfect line each way. Any man
who can follow the line of two stakes
can do the marking.
A variation of
a man's hody from side to side does
not affect the wheel S or 10 feet hack,
and the wheel mark is so unlike any
other mark that there Is no danger
of losing the line. In setting 1,100
pcanh trees I saved at least $10 hy
this method, heslde having every tree
exactly in lino.
I

I

Selling Summer Fruit.
market very little summer fruit,

producing only enough for my own
family, says an Illinois farmer. What
little I sell Is of the host, as I pack
only No. 1 fruits.
For apples the
only packages I use are the standard
barrels, which contain three bushels.
I do not
I do not use the boxes.
much
make a practice of shipping
summer fruit, but dispose of it in the
I
think,
from what I
local market.
have Been of the shipping o.' summer
fruits raised by other farmers, that
the great necessity is more rapid
transit than is furnished by local
freight traln3. Summer fruir especially must be hurried through lo its destination In a very short time.

Prof.

bird-lime-

pose.
Is used, remember that
If
it should bo at least five Inches wide,
and must fit close to the hark. On
rough-bartrees, the bark must either
be "scraped smooth where the band is
to go, or all depressions must be filled
with clay or putty, so ns to mako a
smooth surface on which to fasten tho
sticky band.

PLANTING

RASPBERRIES.

Method by Which tho Work of SetWatch out that the new grafts nro
ting Out Can Bo Rapidly
by
nor
smothered
not injured by lice,
Completed.
shoots from the stock.
Cut out and burn nil black knots on
Tho cut shows a method for the
plum or cherry tree. Then toll your rapid "setting out" of raspberry and
neighbor to do the same.
blackberry canes. Select land that
Muz.io the horses and pad the outhad a hoed crop
whllllotrce,
or
when
each
side end
tho year before.
harrowing
orchard.
the
plowing or
Plow, manure and
Young trees should not bo permitthoroughly
cultiblosvate.
ted to boar fruit. I'ull off the
Then run
stunts
soms. Premature
straight furrows
(about six feet
J ho (growth of a tree.
apart tor raspberries, and eight foot
for blackberries) across tho field to bo
Shut Out American Vines.
Thn onntnn of Geneva. Switzerland. planted, and sot tho canes In tho
as shown in tho cut. A
has forbidden the Iniportntlou of rootplow can turn the soil back to
whether
grapevines,
cd American
he canes, which can then be straightgrafted or not; scions will ho permit
Inspect ln.i. ened up, and the ground bo smoothed
ted entry, niter passing
This prohibition Is due to fear of with a hand hoe.
Geneva has UiOO arret
phylloxera.
In using mnnuro for a top dressing
of grapevines; the adjoining Canton only, much of tho fertility is disside Vaud. with 17.000 acres of grapes.
pated into the air.
alBo prohibits American grapevines.
lruit-boarl-

fiir-ro-

onc-hor-

i

FLIES WITH TRAIN.

Belgium Homer Makes Regular Trips
with One Particular

l"iL

The class toning advanced work !n
economic entomology at Cornell, N. Y..
made an Interesting
experiment,
writes Prof. Sllngerland In the Cornell
Countryman.
I'or several years a group of largo
elm trees about a mile from the university campus have been nearly do
foliated by hordes of spring canker-worcaterpillars.
These little
hatch in .May from eggs
laid on the hark by moths that emerge
In .March and April from pupae in
tin
soil beneath the trees.
The male moths have
wings and fly readily, but the females
are wingless and are thus obliged to
crawl up the trees and deposit their
eggs on the hark of the branches. Tho
ascent, is always made at night. Various devices, such as sticky bands, and
wire, tin or stiff paper barriers, havi
been used on tho trunks of trees to
prevent the ascent of the wingless female moths.
Recently a
manufacturer
has mad.' a
mixture,
and with a liberal sample furnished
by the linn, several of the Infesto.i
elm trees were treated. One tree was
more than two feet In diameter and
the hark was very rough. It took several pounds of the tanglefoot to make
a complete band six or eight Inches
wide around tho trunk, several feel
from the ground. The application wac
mado on March lf, just before ths
moths began "running" up tho trees.
Great masses of tho wingless fn.
male moths were found March .11 oh
the lower edge of the sticky band, nnd
thousands of flying males were caught
all over the band. A few females
were able to get over the hand where
tiend males had formed narrow bridges
across tho tanglefoot.
Several pint.--,
or many thousands of the females
were caught, and killed by tho band
on this one large tree.
As each female may lay --'00 or moro eggs, the
tree was relieved from feeding hundreds of thousands of canker-worm- ,
in Mny. The experiment was thus a
striking success and has furnished a
valuable object lesson."
Yes, and It should furnish a useful
object lesson to tho farmer.
Tho
spring spring canker-woroften attacks other trees besides elms apple
trees, for instnnce. If tho tanglefoot
preparation is not readily obtainable,
other sticky substances may be used.
Tar, printers' ink, thick molasses,
,
or bands of
aro
all more or less useful for tho pur-

THE ORCHARD.

PIGEON

Train.

Homing pigeons are tho crar.o in
England just now, and on one tetont
Saturday between 200,000 and Bum out)
birds were released In various competitions.
A number of these were traced
to
London from Retford and nranaton.
The distances aro 127 and 1111 mllc:i. respectively, but no birds of tho hcvorat
thousand released made the trip in tho
traditional
mile a minute, al'hcugh
every circumstance of wind and wei'h-e- r
was favorable to
Much bettor time was made in a
contest from Templecombc to Lon ton,
in which one bird made tho 108 miles
In 01 minutes, an average of U'J n lies
an hour, and more than 100 exceeded a
speed of 00 miles an hour.
Ono of tho oldest homers Is a Mrd
which makes its home around the i
station at Lloge, In Belgium.
There Is a train from Liege to
Waremmo which starts every mondng
at ten o'clock.
As soon as tho train pulls Into the
station the bird commences to circle
In the air, and as soon as head war is
gained follows the train to Its destination, returning immediately
home,
where it flies about tho station lor
the rest or tho day.
It pays no attention to any other or
the trains, and no one is nble to
an explanation as to why this particular train should bo favored.
record-breakin-

or-l'-

EVERYTHING

WAS

LIMITED.

'it Came to the "Tip" the
Passenger Kind of Evened
Things Up.

And When

The old farmer went to ono end of
the swaying coach to wash his hands.
He could find only a few remnants of
soap. "Boy," he bawled, "there don't
seem to he much soap hero."
"No, sab," chuckled the porter, "you
know dis Is do limited.
Ebhything
Qbohd am limited."
Then tho old man tried to fill a
glass from the water cooler. He could
force, out only a few drops.
"Where is the water, boy?"
"Not much watah, sah. Dat am
too."
Presently tho porter brushed the old
farmer down and tho latter handed
him nine crppers.
"Why, boss," protested tho porter,
"yo gib ile porter on do udder train

WONDERFUL WESTINGHOUSE
Backed His Belief with Courngo and
Fortune and Oveicr.mc All
Obstacles.
George Wostlnghoii: e .seems to flouron opposition.
When everybody
says It Is Impossible to do a thing, he
does It. They said the brake was Impossible, but lor nearly 10 years It has
been controlling
the movements ol
fains in all countries, writes "Arthur
Warren, in Hurco-.Magazine. Tho
uttld that the alternating current w,
Impossible to use .n commercial prai-tlcBut Westlnghou.se iihod ll. Then
the said that It was a dangerous thing
to have in a community, and it wcu'.d
kill populations.
"They'' weru the experts
And they tried to have law.j
g
passed forbidding the' use of this
current,
in the flies of tho
North American Review of about -- 0
years ago may be found a
and forcible article supporting these
pessimistic contentions and warning
the country against the Impractical)!!-M- y
and danger of the alternating current
The article was written
by
Thomas A. Edison.
Westinghousu
backed his belief with his courage, his
fortune, and bis Inventiveness; lie employed experts of his own and brought
others from abroad, and before long
the alternating current was everywhere in use for the transmission of
electrical power over long distances.
He made it practicable and conquered
the dangers.
How much temperament has to do
with health, or health with temperament, and both with success, we do
not always know, but we can sometimes guess. Mr. Westlnghouse is one
of the most sanguine of men, and has
never had an Illness.
In that. big
frame of his tho red blood flows and
the human engines work
H" lias been written of as "a hundred
thousand horsepower man." No phrase
could better describe him. Tho men
who are near him say that his rapacity
Tor work is greater than that or any
ten or his subordinates, and he has
L'5,000 men working in Ms Industries.
ish

i

e.

death-dealin-

well-writt-

RAILWAY

FOG SIGNALS.

Regular Repair Gangs Required on
Railroads in

Urn-Itc-

a

quarter."

"I know that," chuckled the old
farmer, "but you know this is tho limited, and everything should be limited."
Why She Wouldn't Pay.
shall have to ask you tor a ticket
lor that boy, ma'am," insisted a cono
ductor, speaking to a quiet looking
woman seated heslde a boy on a
Pennsylvania train.
"I guess not," she replied, with decision.
"He's too old to travel free. Ho occupies a whole seat, and tho car's
crowded. There aro people standing."
"1'vo never paid tor him yet," tho
woman retorted.
"You've got to begin some time,"
persisted tho conductor.
"Not this trip, anyway."
"You'll have to pay for that hoy,
ma'am, or I'll stop tho train and put
him oir."
"All right, put him off, If you think
that's the way to got anything out or
mo."
"You ought to know what tho rules
of this road aro, ma'am. How old Is
tint boy?"
l never saw htm
"1 don't know,
Philadelphia Lodger.
"1

lit-t'-

it

is so seldom

that there

is a

sufll-cientl- y

heavy fog on an American
railway to cause serious Inconvonlonco
that no special precautions are taken,
but in England a heavy' log is so common that there Is a regular servico
made up or the repair gangs, who
take tho place of the mechanical signals.
Every distance signal is guarded by
a signal man who is supplied
with
flags and torpedoes, the latter being
called detonators, while the signal
men are pointsmen.
Two torpedoes are placed on tho
track to warn tho engineer when tho
signal is set at danger, and aro supplemented by a red lntern in tho
hands or the signal man. As tho tor-- i
pedoes cost a cont and a hair each
and are used In great numbers there
Is a machine supplied by which tho
second torpedo is forced from the rail
hy tho force of the explosion of the
first, as only one is necessary, the sec- ond being merely a precaution.

Something Else to Do.
Some years ago, when tho route ot
a railroad to Atlantic City was being
surveyed and tho men wore driving
stakes through tho premises of an old
liiimor, he addressed the leader or the
gang as follows:
"Layln" out another railroad?"
"Surveying for one," was the reply.
"Goln' through my barn?"
"Don't see how we can avoid it."
"Wall, now, mister," said the worthy
ff.rmer, "I calkerlate I've got somo-thlHis Superstition.
tew say 'bout that.
want you
"Jinx must be superstitious."
tew understand that I've got suiuthln'
"What leads you to think so?"
"He says he does not bellevn in e!so tew dew besides runnln' out tew
open and shet them doors every timo
borrowing umbrellas."
"No, ho belleveB In stealing them." rt train wants to go through." Boston
Post.
Houston Post.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?

SALOON
THE STOCK EXCHANGE
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Pure White Corn Whiskey Alcohol; Pure Oid Mexico Tequilla, and all kinds of Wines and Liquors
by the Pint, Quart or Gallon.
Everything (luarantoud or money refunded
Respectfully, GEO. A. MOORE.

VALVE OF LANDS

DO- -

NATED TO NEW STATE
It has been generally said that
the lands donated to the Territories
of New Mexico and Arizona on
their becoming a joint state under
the recent act of Congress have a
After lookvalue of $30, 000,000.
New Mexithe
this
ing into
matter
can has come to the conclusion that
the actual value of the donated
lands is much greater than the
The
figures would indicate.
state would get four sections of
land from each township, except in
cases where the lands have already
been disposed of by the national
government, and in such cases
other lands in lieu thereof can be
In other words, out of
selected.
township containing 23,0.40 acres,
the state would get 25,560 acres.
The two territories have about one
hundred and fifty million acres with
in their boundaries. This would
bring to the new state about sixteen million acres of land, or over
ten per cent of the .total area.

million dollars is a very low value to place on the lands, the title
to which would pass to the new
state. It is safer to say that the
value would approach nearly forty
million dollars and even at these
figutes the New Mexican is fixing
the value at less than two dollars
These
and fifty cents per acre.
figures speak for themselves and
The fact
can be easily verified.
that considerable of New Mexico's
domain is already in private ownership or belongs to the Territory
of New Mexico will not cut down
the figures given, as in every township, whether appropriated or not,
four sections will become the property of the territory if such township contains them as public land
of the United States, and if not,
lieu selections can and will be
made in other townships where
there is available public land. Senator Morgan may call these im1
'A
mense donations "a bribe."
rose by any other name would
smell as sweet."

The people of the new state, if
it
only
is
land
this
the
not
But
the! becomes an accomplished fact,
state will receive. Three hundred will have more than sufficient
sections or 192,000 acres are giv- landed property to pay the highest
en for legislative, executive, and expected sums for the maintencourt buildings. Three hundred ance of their educational, charitasections more are given for univer- ble and penal institutions and for
One of the
sity purposes, the insane asylumns their public schools.
penitentiaries, deaf, dumb and largest items in the New Mexico
blind schools, miners' hospitals, tax list today is for the maintennormal schools, reform schools ance of these very institutions and
of the
and charitable institutions; agri- it amounts to fully one-hal- f
cultural colleges, and school of entire Territorial tax rate, "bribe
mines receive a total of one mill- or no bribe;" the New Mexican is
ion six hundred thousand acres. not in the habit ol mincing mat
This makes a total acreage of iS,- - ters and will not commence in this
802,800, or nearly nineteen mill- instance. This paper holds the
ion acres. At the low price of on- opposite view to Senator Morgan.
ly two dollars per acre, these lands These donations, this paper be
would have a valuation of nearly lieves, are fairly and justly due to
thirty-eigh- t
million dollars; nor the people ol the proposed new
are the lands heretofore donated state; they can and should accept
with
to the two territories and by them them without
out feeling pricks of conscience
selected included in the above.
Thus it will be seen that thirty and without feeling them a bribe.

Tucumcari Telephone Exchange
Put in a Phone
Now.

The Phone is a Time
Ask Central
Saver.
for Trains.

Do it

Time is Money.

B. F. HERRING, PROP.
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FARR HERRING. Mgr.
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W, T, NICHOLSON
General

and Wood Work.
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HORSE SHOEING A SPECIALTY.
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Business and Resident Properties for Sale Cheap and to
Favorable Terms
to
Will be pleased to show buyers the properties of the to
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Russell Addition to the Town.
to
Make Price and Terms.
to

REAL ESTATE.
A

yjjf Notary Public and
ih'i Conveyances

T, W. HEMAN,

Tucumcari Townsite & Investment

(o

Tucumcari, N. N.

Business and Residence Lots For Sale
M. B. GOLDENBERG,
Quite the reverse!
The United
States is giving the people upon
their admission to statehood what
is justly, properly and fairly due
them. In the opinion of this pa
per, if the people of the two
ritories vote against the
act they will follow the example
of the man who was so angry at
himself because he had a tempo-tha- t
rary pimple on his nose
he
cut it off to spite his face.
The
voters of the two territories on
November 6th next may act like
that man, but the New Mexican
has a much better opinion of them
and hopes for success for tin; enabling act then and there.
Five millions of dollars in cash
for the public schools, and public
and valued at the very least at for
ty millions of dollars for the support and maintenance of the higher
educational institutions, of hospitals, insane asylums, institutes for

Agt.

the blind, for the deal and dumb,
of penitentiaries and the like are
not to be sneezed at and do not
come in the way of a commonwealth
every day. If, according to Senator Morgan, a vote for the enabling act can be ca'led justly "accepting a bribe," then "if this be
treason, make the most of it;' if this
be accepting a bribe, the New Mexican only wishes there were more
of it. This is a practical question
and a condition which confronts
the people of New Mexico and Arizona. Sentiment is all right up
to a certain extent, but practical,
political and financial economy
are bound to govern in the end
the action of all people, whether
in

or

republics, states,
under

in

territories

monarchical

forms of

government, "bribe or no bribe!"
The New Mexican will do all it
can until the polls close on No
vember 6th next for the adoption
of the enabling act and to bring
about the greatest majority possible for its lavorable consideration
on that date. -- New Mexican,
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TERRITORIAL

through the hot weather is that it
is published in the coolest section
of the territory. This is no time

NEWS

SCISSORED FROM EXCHANGES
o

fifty-seven-

feet. It has been unmistakably fashioned by the hand of
man, yet before the drill reached
it two layers of rock had been
passed. It has attracted considerable comment; some see in it the
shape of an ox shoe. It is badly
rusted and must have laid under
the ground for hundreds of years.
Tuesday night, last, Captain I.
N. Horner, residing at 602 S. Ar-nx

street in Albuquerque, suffered a stroke of paralysis, and is re
ported to be in a precarious condition.
The annual picnic of the Confederate Veterans, the Sons and
Daughters of the Confederacy and
their families and friends, was
held Thursday last at the Slaughter Hereford Home, near Roswell.
Now that the statehood ques-

able to accommodate our trade
Call and see us at the new stand.

for excitement.

The school board for Alamotfor-dschool district has elected Dr.
E. R. Graham of Bolivar, Mo., as
of
the public
superintendent
schools there. Professor Graham
is highly recomended as an educator.
annual comThe
mencement of St. Michael's college at Santa Fe, was presided
over by Gov. Hngcrman.
While drilling a well five miles
south of Alamogordo, C. H.
Haynes brought up a piece of
wrought iron from a depth of
forty-si-

We will handle a more complete
line of goods and will be better

I

Roswell Record,
MOTHER DROWNS
CLINGING TO BABE
A special to the New Mexican
from Aztec, N. M., July 3, says:
"Mrs. Leonardlioat and her young
baby were drowned
yesterday
morning near Cedar Hill while attempting to ford the Animas river
in that vicinity.
Mrs. Boat and
five children were in a wagon en
route to Durango.
Although the
river was high, Mrs. Boat thought
she could cross in safety as she
knew the ford very well.
When
near the east bank the kingbolt
dropped, the wagon box fell
into the river and the surging water of the Animas rushed over
The oldest boy worked
them.
hard and effectively saved his
brother and two young sisters.'
The mother proved too heavy and
the son could not rescue her and
the babe which she held tightly
and frantically in her arms, from
the swift current of the rapid and
rushing stream.
She sank with
the babe and was drowned, her
body being found about three miles
below Cedar Hill. The affair is a
very lamentable one as Mrs. Boat
was highly respected and greatly
beloved by her neighbors in the
vicinity of Cedar Hill.
The 'boy
acted very courageously, and proved himself of superior metal and
energy especially for his age, he
being but 15 years of age.

tion has been opened by Governor Hagerman, the time is ripe for
LOST $io rkwarh On the
selecting delegates to the Constibetween Puerto and Tucum-car- i,
road
tutional Convention. For Dona
shot
one double-barrelleAna County the Citizen proposes
underThe
in a leather case.
gun
the name of Hon. W. A. Fleming
signed will pay iSio for the delivJones. Las Cruces Citizen.
ery of the gun at his office in Tu- In every county the little coyote cumcan. A. Strkk t, Sheriff, it
roams a fight is made on him and
NOTICE
he is veritably shot down like a
mad dog wherever it is possible.
All persons are hereby notified
His natural pray is the jackrabbit not to hunt on the premises of the
and it would seem to be the best
AA Ranch, of R. P. Donohoo, of
policy in a country like this where
A. A. Blankinship and Sam An
the rabbit takes everything that is
and that any person found
derson,
green he can reach, to spare the
on any of these premises
hunting
coyote and let him do the best he
will be prosecuted tc the full excan in exterminating the rabbit.
tent of the law.
Alamogordo Advertiser.
J. A. Strkkt,
"Another reason why the Santa (Signed) J R. P. Donohoo,
A. A. Bl.ANKlNSIIII',
Fe New Mixican should take the
Sam A.nmjerson.
campaign
lead in the statehood

THE RACKET STORE

LIVERY

SALE

AND
STREET

&

STABLE.

BAKER

Good Rigs and Good Horses

TC

I

TC 5:

Teams and drivers to all points in the country,
finnis;lii'rl on short nnliro.
Main St.

HAY AND GRAIN.

Phone 42.

to Save your STOCK by having them registered
to
with Hie
to
to
D.

to

P.S

Association

mm,

Thieves have no use for stolen

d

C

stock.

If you have lost stock not in our Brand,
let us advertise them. We are finding
stock" that had been
ivenup. Our Agents
will call and Register your Stock either
at your place of business or at your residence if you will drop us a postal card.

& AGENTS WANTED.
to
K. K.

to
2

to

PHILLIPS,

WK1TK

FPU TliKMS TO APKXTS
APDUIiSS

Tucumcari, N. M.
Will brand for One Dollar.
An-t- .

P. & D. ASSOCIATION,
Dallas, Texas

to

COWS

One Animal Differs from Another and
Miut Bo Fed and Managed
Accordingly.

SELF-FEEDE-

FOR

R

HOGS.

for tho Building of the
.Directions
'
Device Which Will Lighten
the Farm Work.
correspondent of tho Prairie I'nrni-csupplies the following plans ior a
for hogs.
The front as shown in the first Illus'28
tration is
inches high and is made
of inch hoards running Miigthwiso of
the feeder. If desired, these hoards
can he run up and down and nailed tn
A

r

self-feed-

"

v

'

SKI.!'' KEEDEll Foil IloiSS
frame r.i top and hottoin. I prefer,
however, to have the hoards run
lengthwise
The rear side slants towards the front heing nailed at the
hottom as shown in Fig. 2. In the
same cut AI2 represents
one of the
legs in the rear that furnishes the support to the slanting hack (D). These
supports are set two feet apart on a
a

.

B

A

A good cow in good condition may
eat my ration as glvin and make cue
and a halt' or two pounds of hotter fat
per day. Another cow In good condition will eat and digest the same
amount of feed and make hut a pound
of hut tor how ahout her in relation
to her feed? This Is the prohletn a
Pennsylvania farmer
is seeking
to
solve, and In reply to his (inestion the
Ohio Farmer says: That does not disprove that the possible milk producing
elements were in her ration, for on a
similar ration the other cow made the
greater returns. It is not in the feed.
It is in the cow. and If she will keep
on doiim her daily one pound task for
ahout 30 days she is meeting her obligations even to the extent of being
comm lotions in such modest performance: but the other cow is a very much
better cow.
Again, there Is a good conditioned
cow thnt on such a ration makes only
half a pound of butter a day. what
shall we say of her? She is a fraud,
a banner on. an absorber of the sweat
of the outside of the dairyman's brow
because he doesn't sweat a little more
Such a cow
m the inside of It.
dmuld be stuff d with nubbins and
other cheap feeds and moved on to the
butcher.
The government Is going to embark
In the production of these general purpose animals; these misfit" f the live
toik industry, we are told, as If we
didn't already have them r: herds nnd
dro 's. We dairymen may not always
know what we want but there are
many simple things we know we don't
want.

REAR

SLANTING HOG HOUSE

Canadian Authority Gives Some New
Ideas in Reference to

Arrangement.
D

K

Ml

VvFEED

ue

I

i

rn,r

SKiTION OK SKI.K FEE DEP.
feeder and four feet apart on
a
feeder. The bottom of the
is made of plank, as shown
at. AH In Fig. 1.
I have placed 1x1! pieces across the
front as shown at FK. so as to keep
the hogs out of the trough. Placed 12
Inches apart there Is ample room for
the hogs. The sketches explain themselves. Anyone can make one of the
feeders with a hammer and saw ami
a little material as follows:
One 2x12 plank
for the bottom,
dressed on one side.
One 2xt! plank for the front, dressed
on one side.
Two 1x12 pieces for the dressed on
two sides.
Three 1x12 pieces for slanting back
tl resetl on two sides.
Besides the above somo 1x3 strips
I
will be needed to make iho guards.
think that anyone will be able to make
this feeder from the drnwing and
have given.

I

nO.SS

six-fo-

12-f-

self-feed-

I

Saving Fenthers.
When

I

klM

nne of my White

n writer in
Farm
.Journal, I dip otf the soft feathers
with a pair of scissors,
and placo
thorn In a pail of warm water and
thoroughly wash them.
When wet
ilny arc wisily handled. I then put
thorn Into a bag made of cheesecloth,
ami hftnK thotn in the sun. Whnn dry
they are Huffy, elan and odorkss.

sn s

Cultlvtito corn rhaht along throu,;:
OQii July, but beware of running
dt&y i;!qhq to tho corn.

June

J

mi
h

PERPLEXED HOSTESS.

COWS.

AND

Grisdale. of Ontario, has a design of
a hog house that will appear as somewhat unique to American hog raisers.
The general idea of the plan may be
secured by referring to the accompany-.nIllustration. The passago down the
middle is represented as higher than
any other portion of the hog house.
Conveniently arranged on either side
are the troughs, and back of these is
the feeding Moor slanting to the rear
On a raised platform In
of the pen.

SOME SUGGESTIONS THAT
PROVE OF HELP.
The

First Year Comes the Cotton
Wedding May Be Made n Gay
Affair Some Astrological Lore.
The "Cotton" Wedding.

One year of wedded life brings the
"Cotton" anniversary,
and it may
Your Fortune In Each Month.
be made a most attractive affair.
So
lore
Here Is a bit of astrological
soon after the original ceremony it will which may be of use to a hostess in
probably not he a ditllcult matter to amusing a crowd of young people. Ask
arrange for a reunion of the bridal the birth month of each; tho following
party, mid this alone will make tho little table gives the answers. The enoccasion a memorable one. Send the tertaining feature of these
invitations on squares of fine cotton fortunes is in how far they generally
are from the real characteristics of tho
cloth written with indelible ink.
person whom they are supposed to por.
Decorate the rooms
vines,

with
plants
and branches. Over these put a quan-titfluffy
of
cotton tlakos.
Port lores
and window drapes are effective made
from strips of white cotton. If cards
are to be the amusement, "Hearts' is
a good game, and there are so many
articles In the shape of hearts which
will make appropriate souvenirs and
prizes. The dining room table may be
covered with thin layers of cotton in
stead of a linen cover. At each place
put a cotton snowball tied with ribbon.
the name card tucked under tho bow.
Inside the ball put a tiny souvenir.
Tho center-piecshould be a jardiniere
wrapped with cotton and tilled with
the kind of dowers that were used at
the event of a year ago.
There should be a wedding cake con
taining a ring, piece of money and a
thimble; all young people know the
meaning of these symbols, and there
will ,e a jolly time when the bride
cuts the cake. Have the ice cream
frozen in balls, tied with ribbons of
spun sugar candy of the color used at
the original wedding supper.
The gifts to be given the happy pair

tray.

January A maiden born in this
month will be a prudent housekeeper,
good tempered, hut inclined to be melancholy.
February
Humane and affectionate;
a tender parent.
Ma roh A chatter box. fickle, stormy
and of a quarrelsome nature.
April Pretty, dainty, inconsistent
and not studious.
May Handsome In person, contented and happy in spirit.
.1 n ne
Gay,
will
impetuous
and
ninrry early.
.lulv Fair to look on, but sulky In
temper and jealous.
August Amiable, practical and will
make a wealthy marriage.
Discreet, affable and a
September
favorite with every one.
Pretty,
coquettish
October
and
oftentimes unhappy without a cause.
November Liberal, kind and pleasant and thoughtful of others.
gay,
December Well proportioned,
fond of novelty and inclined to ho ex-

e

travagant.

MADAME

MElUif.

Smart Afternoon Dress.
A

Charming and Picturesque Costume This, One of the Prettiest
That Have Appeared.

This is a very charming dress in
Empire style; It has a plain, short
bodice, to which the skirt is set in
gathers.
The foot Is trimmed with
three shaped flounces put on with
Stsc''
LI
curved ends terminating each side tho
center front.
The bolero is a little full on the
bust, the fulness being gathered Into
the strap that goes all round the edge.
It is ornamented with two buttons.
From under the fronts of bolero come
the fronts of a vest of broche fastened by buttons. The puffed elbow
i
sleeves are finished by two hemT
A.
stitched cambric frills, and are ornamented with buttons.
Materials "rVqulred
for the drew
moss section or nor. norsE. Right
yards 4f! inches wide,
yard
brocude for vest, nine small butthe rear i. the sleeping place for tho
hogs-- .
The floors are supposed to bo tons, eight larger size, two yards lining
silk, six yards frilling.
made of cement, ho laid that all water
will tend to run to the rear and to one
This provides a
of the two corners.
rear drainage, and n.s the water must
pass under the sleeping
platform
i iiu uu.-wik yiri wiiu irecKies can
there is reason to believe that this hope to do is to keep them faded,
will always he fairly dry.
that they do not show so much; she
c.tnnot remove thoni; if she take the
skin otf the new skin Is soon very
Cattle and Fresh Paint,
than the old, being so ten-demtio should never have access to much worse
that it is the more easily affected
Iresii paint containing
lead. Asidt)
y the rays of light.
Hon. marring the artistic effect, they
A very
present help in keeping
ii iv lick oil enouuh to cause
death.
We have known several cases of this f'eckles faded out is to always wear a
liMui.
In one instance, related by the yellow veil; there is something in tho
1'i.iul New Yorker, while the cows chemical change lu the rays passing
vcr being driven from pasture at through the yellow chiffon that, keeps
night they passed a newly painted them from affecting the cuticle. And
building. One sniffed at the whim another help Is to plaster her faco
point on the ct.rnor, and before thu with cold cream and powder beneath
veil when going Into the light and
driun could some her away she bad the
lopped It several times. She. dhd a heat out of doors in summer.
Then she should not wash with soap,
f. y bonis later.
but use the bran bags and almoMl meal

"tyr

are. of course, limited to articles mado
from cotton. One little bride of a year
rojoiiod in a genoiolis cotton ciepo
klinona and the groom in a pair of pajamas. These were given by the bridal
party and were sent in a huge packing box which was delivered during
the party. Opening this box caused
much merriment, as on each successive
wrapping there was written a clever
little rhyme.

MAY

'

L

one-ha-

lf

THE PKESENT MODE.

INGblNED TO FREGKbE

Instead. She should avoid the direct
rays of the sun and also not go into a
strong wind without protecting tho
skin, and she will find It better to
'.vt.ur a sunhonnei or a "poke" bonnet, with a veil closely tied down
when out of doors.

I

Red Lips.
The best way to bring color to your
lips is to build up your general health
and stimulate your circulation,
so
that the blood will go to your lips anil
checks.

,

'

Embroidered Grass Linen.
Grass !ion embroidered in Japanese
style, both In white and blue, Is among
tho prettiest drapery for the dining
loom table. Glass and china doylies to
correspond,

CHILD'S AWFUL SKIN HUMOR
Screamed with Pnin Suffering Nenr-lBroke Parent's Heart Speedily Cured by Cuticurn.

GIVE
Own

"1 wish to inform you that the
Cuticiira Remedies have put a stop to
twelve years of misery
passed with
my son. As an infant I noticed on his
hotly a red spot, antl treat oil same
with different remedies for ahotit live
years, but when the spot beynn to
Kt larger I put him under the earc of
doctors.
Under their treatment the
disease spread to four different parts
of his body. The longer the doctors
treated him the worse it grew. During the day it would et rough and
form like scales. At night It would
be cracked, Inflamed and badly swollen, with terrible burning and itching.
When I think of his suffering it nearly breaks my heart.
His sereanis
could bo heard down stairs. The suffering of my son made mo full of
I had no ambition
misery.
to work,
to eat. nor could I slrep. One doctor
told me that my son's eczema was
incurable, and gave it up for a bad
job. One evening i saw an article in
the paper about the wonderful
and decided to give it a trial.
I tell you that Cut Intra Ointment
Is
worth its weight in gold; and when r
had used the tlrst box of Ointment
there was a great improvement, and
by the time I had used the second set
of Cutleura Snap, Ointment and Resolvent, my child was cured. Ho is now
twelve years old, and his skin Is as
fine and smooth as silk.
Michael
Steinman, 7 Sumner Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., April 10. 190ii."
Cutl-cur-

a

Marconi Anticipated.

An Egyptologist and an Assyriologist

were disputing about the relative advancement or the two ancient peoples
whom they were studying.
"Why, sir," cried the Kgyptoloplst,
"we find remains of wires In Hgypt,
which prove they understood electric-

ity!"
"Pshaw!" answered

the Assyriologist, "we don't iind any wires in Assyria, Mid that shows that they underStray
stood wireless telegraphy!'
Stories.
The extraordinary popularity of fine
white goods this summer makes the
choice of Starch a matter of groat importance.
Defiance Starch, being
all injurious chemicals, is tho
only one which is safe to use on fine
fabrics. Its preat strength as a stiff-onmakes half the usual quantity of
Starch necessary, with the result of
perfect finish, equal to that when the
goods were new.

Different ISinds.

"A man in politics should have lota

of friends, shouldn't he?"
"It (iopends," answered Senator Sorghum, "on whether they are friends
who want to do something for you or
who want you to do something lor
them." Washington Star.

Important to Mothers.
Hsamlno carefully evory bottle of CASTOTHA,
u nufu and Hiiro remedy for infants aud children,
and tee that it

Uto Tor Over UO Years.
Tl'u Kind You iluvo Alwuys Uought.
T?n,i

TfTft nt Athletics.

"This man." explained the hospital
doctor, "Is tho victim of athletics.
I suppose."
"Ah
"No) he never trained a bit. The
follow who hit him had, tnougn.
Philadelphia Ledger.
Too Much So.
"Why do you call that ferocious bull
ilmr mi vmir 'lev?' "
'no.f.uiKfi when ho once attaches
lilnifcolt' to a person ho clings to one
so." llnltlniore American.
A

Square Deal Sixteen. ounces
Starch for 10c

it is sometlmos ouslor to sot a good
GSMnplo tha to follow one.

BOY

A

"HE

ROOM.

FOR LAWYER."

RAN

Reward, $f00.

pii'mcd In learn
Tlit riwlort vl ttiii p.ipr win
hI.'uu-t t
i wti '
Unit tottinio
tlim iIimiu at
Ium Iiim-nlilu to ''lire In mi Hit M.iHiM. iitnl Unit i
Cuttirrli. IIh.I'h C.ititTli Curo M tlm only mltlYo
'Jutiirrli
id tliu mmliciii fraternity.
ii'ivv
illuMftt
n (iniiHiliiiil.in.il
ruuulrtM it omslUil-t- l
mil! t ro.it tncnt. H'tii'it : iturrti euro I taken In
trrimiiy , ueiini? (llnei!)- ii n ttiu lii.mil mid iiiiiooim
ilcttruylnit Um
"mifRert of llii! Kystcm.
Hint uMiik' tliu ti.ttlunt
f iiiti'liitl'in ot Uio
stri'iiutli iiy iiiilliltni; up tliu rutMliiiilot) unl uUt-In- c
imturo In tlnliu lttvrk. Tins triirlutim luivn
aiiiiiiH'h fnltliln In iirntlvt! power Unit tliuj' ortiir
One MiitulriMl !)!. in rir any en- -i itiul It, lulls to
mm. sSuinl for llt or tunliiniiilni.
A.IJrctB K. .I. Clli:Si:v fc CO., l'oledo, 0.
Sold liv all DMlcltH.
Tako flail' t Finally I'lll tor constipation.

went to
A man from l'enimylvnnia
Vliielund on a business errand. The
town was strani-- to him, and he was
unacquainted with the man (a lawyer)
he had gone to see. The directions he
teceived w re so Indefinite that he
found himself on the elge of the town
without having come to the house he
Innovation in Oregon.
sought. Then he met an old negro
Some palefaces recently from the
way
and
learned
of him
and asked the
east have iron putting up fly screen
that the hour.e lay about a quarter of doors to their bouses. The next thing
a mile farther down the road.
wo know we will be having flies on tho
want to see Is a law"The man
hav. North Mend Harbor.
yer." he said to the old man. "H thl.s
Mr. Dash down the road a lawyer?"
"He ain't no lawyer that I evi r
You
heard tell of," answered the negro.
"You're sure?"
The old negro scratched his head in
Then a gleam of redeep thought.
membrance lighted bis eye.
think of It. boss," he said. all inflamed, ulcerated and catarrhal
"Now
" 'pears like
ot the mu ors nu mbrano such as
do recollect be rat) for
nasal catarrh, uteri ne catarrh caused
lawyer one time."

Cannot

I

I

To sec a mill and say you
seek l toe a saw mill.

saw

it.

by feminine ills, sore throat, sore
mouth or inflamed eyes by simply

dosing the stomach.
Hut you surely can cure these stubborn
affections by local treatment with

Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic
which destroys the disease germs.chccks
discharges, stops pain, and beds the
inflammation and soreness.
Paxtine represents the most successful
local eatment for feminine ills ever
produri fl. Thousands of women testify
to this fact. 50 cuits at druggists.

r

NEEDLEWORK
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But There Was a Doubt as to Whether
He Had Ever Caught
the OtLce.

Have a Rctrcnt of Hlu
Which He May Arrange to
Suit His Own Tastc3.
Boy

You say it Is loo expensive to give
each hoy a room for his hobbles and
belongings, but after all It will not
cost as much as the Turkish rugs and
costly furniture you are thinking
buying for the parlor this spring. Do
you owe most to your neighbors, or to
your own bright, noisy boys.
We wish that every boy might have
a room of his own, and be responsible
for Its care. The floor shotil.l be of
hardwood and uncarpeted. the furniture solid and substantial.
Let the
hoy have it decorated according to his
own fancy. It will be interesting to
watch the growth of his artlctic ideas.
There should be a bookcase, or desk,
a big solid table in the middle of the
room, with plenty of space for Sam's
printing press or Robert's box of tooH
or checkers and chessboards and other
harmless games. The boys should be
allowed to Invite their friends to come
to this room, and now and then a treat
may bo provided for them.
No doubt some one will ask what Is
the use of spoiling boys in this way.
or of furnishing them with company
nd games.
Simply because they will hao the
amusement, the games and tho company somewhere; aud where Is a more
Miitf.ole place than under the parental
roof? No money can bo wasted which
Is spent In developing a hoy's .hurae-teor which makes his home and family more dear to him.
Can you expect your boy to bo char
lt"ble when you do not hesitate to talk
before him of your neighbor?
Can you expect your boy to be free
from envy when, In a fault finding
way you compare your circunisUui.-cwith those rf your rle.ier neighbor?
Can you expect your boy to tHl the
truth, when to save a little trouble you
tell a falsehood?
Can you e.?ct your boy to ho re
spectful to you when he hears you
laugh at another's peculiarities?
Can you expect your boy's religion
to he one to live by when he can see
that it has no part in your daily life?
Hoys brought up in a loving home,
whore they feel that they ar- important members of the' family, seldom
have bad habits. Prairie Farmer.
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CARTRIDGES
For RiHes, Revolvers and Pistols.

Winchester

cartridges in all
calibers from .22 to .50, shoot
where you aim when the trigger
is pulled. They are always
accurate, reliable and uniform.

NOTES.

Tho newest pincushion has n port
bow on top made of ribbou to
harmonize with the color of the cush
ion, the latter being covered and ruffled with lace.
Tho little Japanese girl is appealing
on many of the new pillows. She and
Shoot Them and You'll Shoot Well.
her omnipresent parasol may ha had
on tho heavier linens, tinted and itrtly
Always Buy Winchester Make.
to bo worked with silk.
Butterflies make beautiful dance favors, with their wings wide spread and
r
sprinkled with gilt so that they
in the light, done in red. white or
even black crepe paper and placed on
When a fit of dispupsia is on, a man sees everything darkly. He
the ends of wands finished in material becomes bilious, and biliousness gives him yellow views of life. It is
to match.
impossible for any one who eats improper food to be good natured,
A charming set of buttons for a lace
well body. The simpler tho food, properly prepared, the
blouse may he made of superposed to have a
frills of valenclennes lace gathered to better the health.
the center and stitched to a foundation
mh m m
of net, with a tiny button or flat bead
on the center of each to hide the join.
These are. of course, not Intended for
m
"working" buttons, but only to serve
1
for decoration.
Seine of the handsomest buttons are
aro made In the ateliers of the dressmakers from original or impound designs. In this way the arjislie gown
has buttons in perfect harmony and
buttons can almost make and easily
at is
The manufaoMro
mar a gown.
the best Food for all classes, especially dispeptics. So prepared
homo of original buttons Is en easy that while the whole body is luuiriih d, it helps to regulate the
and attractive task, the success of bowels and strengthen the nerves. A Food not a drug.
which depends on good eye fcr color.
Easy of Begcsttcn and Ready to Eat
together with quick fingers and a dim PaiatabSc Nutritious
regard for exactitude ot dei.su ami Can bo served hot. I'ul In a hot oven (or a fow minutes ; or cook in boiling milk to a mush.
7(1
finish. Chicago Dally News.
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Great Seaport.
Antwerp Is to spend flO.uQ'i.iifO la
order to secure tho moat
port In the world.
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tho creator of Dr. Price's Cream linking l'owdcr, Delicious
sugar ciiu
isuahuriai, hub never ueen compeueu,
laws, to change uny of Ills products. They hnvu always
Thin Is an absolute guarantee of their quality and purity.

UrOCOTS

expert,
Dr.
Flavoring isxtracts, let-- vjreum
notwithstanding strenuous I'ond
conformed to tucir requirements.

'Tin only exclusive Clothing and Dry Goods stuff

THIS CITY IIOTEJL

in (Juay Co.'

Xcir Manafcmcnt

ATTENTION MEN!

This Hotel has been thoroughly overhauled,
cleaned and refitted throughout; new furniture,
new carpets, etc. Satisfaction guaranteed.

We hsive 300 pairs of men's old pants which
we will put on

Pants

go

&fl 'ZC

and 2.00

at

All 2.5o, 3.oo and 3.50
Pants go at
All 4.oo, 4.5o and 5. 00
Pants go at
Come and attfiul this sale and
we do as we advertise.

I The Golden

t

In-

JOHN RUDOLPH, Prop.

City Transfer, Drayage,

?C
J0&

Water Wagpon

that

I WE

Rule Cash Store.

"10 very thing

MONTH

OR

JEW.

J JJC

convinced

WEEK

EnnmmmmTTmmmTmTmTmT TTmrnmrmi nnnnmTTmmTmmnfTwmnmTn
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DAY

Come and see us.

SaJe from Monday July 9nd, to Saturday July I41K
A111.50, 1.75

BY

BOARD

MOVE PIANOS.

PHONE 21

puuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu uuuuuuuuuu uuauuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuut

for Everybody."

THE
The Pioneer House of the Kind in the City.
BRANDIES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

PROP.

M. N. WHITMORE.

WINES,

The Place io Buy your

CALL

KANSAS CITY HEATS

AND SEE

US.

H. K. GRVBBS,
PROP.

Fancy Groceries.

Staple

Tender Saloon

Legal

Whitmore & Co.

Just received the oldest whisky in the world
that is on the market. H. C. Bowen spring

FISH, ETC.

Capacity of barrel 47 gallons.
Present contents 20.S0 gals. Don't miss this.
of 18S1.

Wc lake your orders and
make prompt delivery.. .

We have White Corn Whisky 8 years old.

.

OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS RIGHT.
AA
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DIVORCE
Oi.i.ih May

Siiortt,

..

a. a. a, a.

NOTICE
)

No. 121.
Jamks W. Siioutt. j
In llic District Court for tne Sixth Judicial District of the Territory of New
Mexico, within and for the County of
VS

Quay.
To James W. Shnrtt: You will take notice that the above named plaintiff has filed
her complaint in the above named Court
against you, praying for a divorce from
you; and that unless you enter your appearance in said cause on or before the
3rd day of August, A. J. iqoO, you will
be in default, and said complaint will
be taken as confessed, and judgment entered accordingly.
C. I'. Downs, Clerk.
C. C. Davidson, Attorney for Plaintiff,
Postodico address, Tucumcari, N. M.

Administrator's Notice.
Tucumcari, Quay County, N. M.
Wiihkkas, I have been appointed by the
Hon. Vitor S. Monloya, Probate Judge of
Quay County, N. M., as Administratrix
of the estate of John De Olivera, deceased, on the 3rd day of May, 190G. I do
hereby give notice that all persons owing
said estate will pay their accounts to tin
linking nucuunts
undersigned; and
against the said estate will present their
accounts for payment, within twelve
months from date above given.
Mhk. Anna Dh Oi.ivkua.
Administratrix of the Instate of John De
Qlivera, deceased.
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ADDTIONAL TRAIN SERVICE
FOR COLORADO T0R.ISTS
Heginning on the 10th inst the F. W. it
D. C. Ry., (the "Denver b'oad") reestablished double-dail- y
train service be
tween
Worth and Denver under
faster service than ever before.
These
trains leave Port Worth at o:.5 a. m. and
S:.5 p. m., and arrive at Fort Worth from
Denver at 5:10 p. m. and 7:25 a. m. daily,
thus preserving connections with all other
Texas lines in both
and afford
mg Colorado tourists all that could be
desired. liaoh of these trains is operated
solid between Fort Worth and Denver,
and carry Pullman Palace Sleepers and
also serve all meals Superb Cafe Cars at
City pricas upon the "Pay Only For What
You order" plait.
In connection with the foregoing, this
company has placed in service additional

trains between Fort Worth and Quanah,
Texas, a distance of 192 miles, for the ac
commodation of local travel, and by reason
of same has been enabled to reduce the
time of through trains between Denver
and Fort Worth more than two hours, all
of which should and will be appreciated
by Vacationists bound for "Cool Colorado"
and by the traveling public generally.

FOR

S A L

12

head of stock
good tnillc cows.
terms. YV. J, Hittson.

Fort

Some

cattle.
Easy

O. V.

SINCLAIR & CO.

Has opened up a Meat Market
and Grocery Storein the Cover
building and will keep a full
line of eatables.
PURE HOHE MADE LARD AT 10c per lb.

For a Limited Time

Call and give us a trial.

IWWUmWlllMIIII

Phone 63.

WWWWWWUWI

the impression is good.
These exercises ended, the base
(Continued from first page)
ball game between the Santa Rosa
abundance with broad, coffee and boys and the Tucumcari nine was
pickles.
called and was enjoyed by every
After dinner the program was body. The game was enthusiascontinued with patriotic songs, tically played all the way through
music, recitation, flag drill, etc.
and a good one.
The score was
The address of C. C. Davidson 5 to 6 in favor of Santa Rosa.
was praised by everyboby and as
Racing and other sports were
lie dug back into the history of the
pulled off during and after the ball
republic, recounting the great game and the people
were pleased
deeds of our statesmen and deuniversally with the whole day's
fenders and the loyalty and pa- program
which ended with the
triotism of the womanhood of our ball at the
court house at night.
land, the audience wanted to stand
up and yell "Hurrah for the Stars
FOR SALE 152 acres of patand Stripes, and the Union for
ever." Davidson's address was ented lands, 60 acres tillable, livamong the best we have ecr heard ing water and good range, 0 miles
Inquire at this ofdelivered on this subject.
His west ol town.
fice,
june 30 tf
is
in
he
what
to
has
heart
say and
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